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Gender and Decision-Making
A mix of qualitative and quantitative research methods was used to study the effect of gender on
decision making. Gender differences in individual decision making in consumer behaviour, gender
and values in connection with ethicalness of decisions, and HRM have been identified and
discussed using existing literature. Gender differences in group decision making have been
identified and debated since women and men tend to decide differently in groups as they would as
individuals. Such example discussed was the compromise effect. Gender differences in group
decision making have been identified and discussed from business and political aspect. The
importance of gender equality in decision making has been outlined and researched in connection
with gender differences in individual and group decision making. In the empirical part, the MDMQ
was used to measure gender differences in decision self-esteem and gender differences in the
tendency to rely on each of the four decision-coping patterns (vigilance, hypervigilance, buckpassing, procrastination) of individuals. The sample studied consisted of 125 participants (69
females and 56 males) of ages 20-30 years old. Results revealed that females' decision self-esteem
is on average lower than males and that on average, females tend to rely more on each of the four
decision coping patterns than males. Additional statistical analysis showed statistically significant
gender differences in decision self-esteem and in the tendency to rely on hypervigilance and buckpassing. No statistically significant gender differences were found in the tendency to rely on
vigilance and procrastination.
Key words: gender, decision-making, gender equality, MDMQ
Spol in odločanje
Mešanica kvalitativnih in kvantitativnih raziskovalnih metod je uporabljena za raziskovanje vpliva
spola na odločanje. Razlike med spoloma pri individualnem odločanju so obravnavane v kontekstu
vedenja potrošnikov, spola in vrednot v povezavi z etičnostjo odločitev ter na področju upravljanja
človeških virov (HRM) na podlagi obstoječe literature. Razlike med spoloma pri skupinskem
odločanju so predstavljene in prediskutirane, saj ženske in moški sprejemajo drugačne odločitve
kot skupina, kot bi jih sicer kot posamezniki. Takšen obravnavani primer je efekt kompromisa.
Razlike med spoloma pri skupinskem odločanju so obravnavane s poslovnega in političnega vidika.
Pomen enakosti spolov pri odločanju je obravnavan v navezavi z razlikami med spoloma pri
individualnem in skupinskem odločanju. V empiričnem delu je uporabljen MDMQ za merjenje
razlik med spoloma v samozavesti pri odločitvah in v nagnjenosti k zanašanju na vsakega izmed
štirih vzorcev spoprijemanja z odločitvami (»vigilance« oz. čuječnost, »hypervigilance« oz.
hipervigilantnost, »buck-passing« oz. prelaganje odgovornosti na druge, »procrastination« oz.
odlašanje z odločitvami) pri posameznikih. V vzorec je vključenih 125 oseb (69 ženk in 56
moških), starih od 20 do 30 let. Rezultati kažejo, da imajo ženske v povprečju nižjo samozavest pri
odločanju kot moški in se v povprečju bolj zanašajo na vsakega izmed štirih vzorcev spoprijemanja
z odločitvami kot moški. Dodatna statistična analiza je pokazala, da so statistično pomembne
razlike med spoloma v samozavesti pri odločanju in v nagnjenosti k zanašanju na hipervigilantnost
ter prelaganju odgovornosti na druge. Statistično pomembne razlike med spoloma niso ugotovljene
pri nagnjenosti k zanašanju na čuječnost in pri odlašanju z odločitvami.
Ključne besede: spol, odločanje, enakost spolov, MDMQ
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1 Introduction
We make 1000s of decisions every day. Think for yourself, how many choices have you already
made today. After the alarm clock went off this morning, I decided to get up instead of turning off
the alarm. Then, I decided to go to the bathroom, and then I decided to brush my teeth, etc. The
exact number of decisions we make each day is hard to estimate, but findings suggest adult person
makes around 35.000 remotely conscious decisions every day, while a child makes around 3.000
(Sahakian and Labuzetta, 2013). According to Wansink and Sobal, (2007, page 112), 226 of our
decisions every day are just on food only. No matter what is the exact number of decisions we
make every day, it is crucial for our success that we pay attention to them because, in the end, even
small decisions can have large and lasting consequences ("butterfly effect"). However, we should
not obsess too much with relatively irrelevant decisions that steal our attention from the things that
we should pay attention to. It comes as no surprise that people nowadays suffer from digital mediarelated distractions that negatively influence the quality of decisions in other areas of their lives
(Krockow, 2018).
The process of decision making is known to be one of the most complex mechanisms of human
thinking. The definition of the decision-making process is not uniform. Many factors and courses of
action can influence each process of decision making, resulting in different outcomes. Narayan and
Corcoran-Perry (1997, page 353) define the process as the interaction between an issue that needs to
be solved and an individual who wishes to solve the issue in a specific situation. Orasanu and
Connoly (1993) define it as a series of consciously performed cognitive operations, which include
elements from the surrounding environment in a specific place and time. The majority of decisions
are not a single point in time but take time and can be divided into stages (Hansson, 1994, page 9).
Orasanu and Connolly (1993, page 6) describe the decisions as part of task cycles which consist of
defining the problem, imagining and understanding a reasonable solution to the problem, acting to
solve the problem and reach the goal eventually and assess the consequences of that action. Halpern
(1997) argues that to arrive at a decision, one must first realize that it will be necessary to make a
decision, determine the goals that need to be achieved, generate possible alternatives that result in
achieving proposed goals, make an evaluation whether these alternatives meet expectations and, in
the end, select the best alternative that leads to an efficient global result. The whole process of
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decision making is affected by environmental and personal factors. People may decide differently
in reality, depending on the amount of information they have, whether their boss is observing them,
or if certain motivations have a pertinent role in their lives (Halpern, 1997).
Gender is among the variables that influence decision making. Insights from brain research show
that although men and women have similar general intellectual capabilities, there exist significant
differences between each gender in brain areas used to manifest this intelligence. Women's brains
have approximately 10 times more white matter than men's, and men's brains have approximately
6,5 times more grey matter than women. White matter represents the connections between
information processing centres in the brain, and grey matter represents information processing
centres. These differences could help explain why women perform better in tasks at integrating and
assimilating information from grey matter areas in the brain, while men have an advantage in tasks
that require sheer processing (for example, mathematics). Additionally, the study found that 86%
of white matter areas and 84% of grey matter areas important for women's intellectual performance
are in the frontal lobes of their brains, in contrast to 0% and 45% for men, respectively. The grey
matter involved in men's intellectual performance is dispersed in more areas of the brain than grey
matter involved in the intellectual performance of women. Because of this, frontal brain injuries
can be more harmful to the cognitive abilities of women in comparison with men (Haier, Jung,
Yeo, Head, and Alkire, 2005; ScienceDaily, 2005). Despite all the differences discussed earlier,
neither brain type manifests better general intellectual ability, only the neural substrates of general
intelligence are different. These differences, however, are strong supporting evidence in favour of
the idea that gender has important implications for decision making (Benko and Pelster, 2013;
Haier et al., 2005). Although things are not always as they look to us, the decisions we make are
always based on how things look to us. We are all humans, and humans make mistakes. Therefore,
it is reasonable to assume that our decisions are influenced by our beliefs about the characteristics
that differentiate each gender, even though these beliefs can be based on questionable criteria
(Lizárraga, Baquedano and Cardelle-Elawar, 2007, page 383).
At this point, I would like to discuss the meaning of the terms sex and gender in my thesis.
Historically, the distinction between the term sex and the term gender began in the 1950s, when
several articles by John Money and his colleagues were written, in which the term sex was used to
12

refer to the physical characteristics of each individual, and the term gender to refer to the
psychological characteristics and behaviour of each individual (Money, Hampson and Hampson,
1955a, b, 1957). Two decades later, Rhoda Unger argued that the widespread usage of the term sex
suggests biological causes and reinforces the impression that differences between women and men
are unchangeable over time. Unger (1979) suggested using the term gender to refer to the
characteristics which are traditionally considered to be appropriate for women and men. Nowadays,
the definitions of the terms sex and gender differ widely. There exist many inconsistencies between
definitions of different authors. There appear to be as well discrepancies between how researchers
define sex or gender and how they measure it. Sex Roles is even the title of a highly influential and
respected journal, though several researchers argue that it should be named Gender Roles based on
the content (Matlin, 2008; Donelson, 1999). In general, the term sex refers to the biological
characteristics of females and males (for example, genetic differences and genitalia), while the term
gender is harder to define and refers to the gender role of females and males, or gender identity
(Newman, 2018). In this thesis, the terms sex and gender are used as they are originally used by
the authors in the original articles. In cases when I use the term sex or gender for my own research,
sex refers to the biological sex differences and gender to cultural influences and socially
constructed norms of masculinity and femininity (Muehlenhard and Peterson, 2011; Soane and
Nicholson, 2008, page 344).
1.1 Hypothesis and research questions
No one should be treated unfairly based on the things we cannot control and decide for in our lives.
We did not decide where we were born, choose our father, mother, siblings, and other family
members, etc. Anyway, we will be forever linked to our country and marked by our family. Sex is
one of the things that we do not decide for but is given to us at birth. Despite this, it defines us in
one way or another for the rest of our lives. Both genders should not be treated differently on the
mere basis of their gender (Voices of Youth, 2011). Women and men are worth equally, but they
are not the same. Women and men can, indeed, be different in some respects. However, the
differences between women and men do not indicate that one gender is better than the other.
Therefore, gender equality between women and men does not mean women and men are the same.
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Women and men are different, like every individual is different, but this does not mean that they
should not be treated equally and fairly. Since both genders are equal, they should be treated as so,
be it at home or in public. Since women and men at home are equal, they should discuss and share
responsibilities at home equally. No task should be divided based on the role of one gender. In
public, women and men are equal too. This means that there should be no difference in pay based
on their gender. However, every individual can be paid differently based on the skills he or she
possesses. If women and men provide the same skills at the same level at work, they should receive
the same pay and other benefits. Women and men are good at different things. Both genders should
be thought of as complementary to each other (Mackow-McGuire, 2016; Naidu and Naidu, n.d.).
With this idea in mind, I decided to research the effect of gender on decision making. Therefore,
the hypothesis set that will be tested during my master thesis is:
1. Decision making of women and men is different, but this does not mean that one gender
performs better than the other in decision making.
The main aim of my master thesis is to discuss the relationship between gender and decisionmaking. My master thesis has as well higher goal to convey the message of gender equality in
decision making. The importance of gender equality in decision making will be discussed in
context with the relationship between gender and decision making. Therefore, the research
questions for this thesis are as following:
1. How does gender affect decision making at the individual level?
2. How does gender composition affect the decision making of groups?
3. Why does gender equality in decision-making matter?
1.2 Structure of the thesis
This thesis consists of seven chapters that are important content-wise. The first five chapters
represent the theoretical part and chapter six empirical part, which is followed by the conclusion
and discussion in chapter seven. Due to the ongoing situation with Coronavirus and accompanying
limitations, several compromises had to be made. The theoretical part had to be extended, and the
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empirical part had to be shortened. Therefore, the empirical part addresses only the first research
question about gender and individual decision making.
The first chapter introduces readers to the topic studied, and it identifies the hypothesis and research
questions. The structure of the thesis is outlined, and the research methodology applied is
presented.
The second chapter presents the decision theory. The decision theory is not very unified. However,
decision making is becoming an academic discipline on its own. It is important to present to the
reader at least some basic theory of decision making in order to put things in context. Additionally,
the conflict-theory model of decision making by Janis and Mann (1977) is presented. Based on the
theory by Janis and Mann, the MDMQ was developed, which is applied in the empirical part to
study the effect of gender on individual decision making. This chapter gives the reader a profound
understanding of the idea behind the MDMQ and which aspect of gender differences in individual
decision making are researched.
In the third chapter, a theoretical analysis of primary and secondary sources is conducted to answer
the first research question. The main message behind this is that women and men decide differently.
However, both genders are complementary to each other. Studies about the effect of gender in
decision-making in various respects are presented and discussed—for example, gender and values
in decision making (Crow et al., 1991). Findings from several scientific studies about the effect of
gender on decision making relevant for HRM are presented as well (Gorman, 2005; Kanter, 1993;
Levin et al., 2005). Last but not least, an empirical literature review of studies about gender
differences in the usage of decision-coping patterns based on Janis and Mann's theory of decision
making (1977) is presented in order to be able to better understand on the basis of existing literature
what kind of results can be expected in the empirical part. The third chapter is as well aimed to
prepare the basis for a comprehensive answer to the second and third research questions.
The fourth chapter builds on the third chapter and discusses gender and group decision making.
The fourth chapter addresses the second research question. Findings from research about gender
differences in group decision making are presented. Nikolova and Lamberton (2016) found out that
when deciding jointly, we may not make the same decision as we would if we decide alone and
that the decision outcome depends on the gender composition of the group. Hannagan and Larimer
15

(2009) suggest that group outcomes in decision making depend on gender composition due to the
different process strategies used by women and men. Kathlene (1994) proved that female and male
legislators debate issues differently. The fourth chapter indirectly addresses, to a certain extent, the
third research question about the importance of gender equality too.
The fifth chapter builds on the third and fourth chapters and represents an answer to the third
research question. Negative effects of gender inequality and positive effects of gender equality are
discussed and evidence in support of gender equality in decision making are presented (Duflo,
2012; Ferrari, Ferraro, Profeta and Pronzato, 2016; Profeta, 2017; Rose; 2007).
The sixth chapter represents the empirical part, which had to be shortened due to the ongoing
situation with Coronavirus. Therefore, the empirical part addresses only the first research question
about the effect of gender on individual decision making. MDMQ was distributed online, and
subjects were separated based on their gender in order to analyse which gender had higher selfesteem and which gender relies more on which of the four decision coping patterns (Vigilance,
buck-passing, procrastination, hypervigilance).
The seventh chapter is the conclusion. The main key findings relevant to accept or reject the
hypothesis, and answers to research questions, are summed up and discussed. The hypothesis is
tested based on the interdisciplinary interpretation of insights from analysed literature and results
from the empirical part. Limitations are discussed, and recommendations for further research on
gender and decision making are provided.
1.3 Methodology
A mix of qualitative and quantitative research methods is applied to accept or reject the hypothesis
and answer research questions. An extensive number of primary and secondary sources in the form
of books, scientific and professional articles serve as the basis for the theoretical part. Literature is
reviewed on several aspects of the effect of gender on individual decision making. Additionally,
the effect of gender composition on group decision-making is studied from several different
aspects. Last but not least, primary and secondary sources on gender equality and decision making
are discussed. For data triangulation on the first research question, the MDMQ was distributed
online. The non-probability sampling method, more precisely voluntary response sampling, was
16

used. A total of 133 subjects solved the questionnaire. Data were prepared and analysed in order to
research which gender has higher self-esteem and which gender relies more on which of the four
decision coping patterns.
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2 Conflict-theory model of decision-making by Janis and Mann (1977)
The decision theory is not unified. There are various approaches to theorize about decisions and
different research traditions. In general, decision theory can be grouped into two perspectives:
normative and descriptive. The main difference between them is straightforward. On the one hand,
descriptive decision theory is concerned with how decisions are "actually" made. On the other
hand, normative decision theory studies how decisions "should" be made. This word "should" can
be interpreted in more ways, but the majority of researchers agree that these are the preconditions
for rational decision-making. Therefore, normative decision theory can be described as a theory
about how decisions should be made so that they would be rational. In other words, descriptive
theory confers »limited« processing capacity on decision-makers, while normative theory confers
an »unlimited« processing capacity on them. According to normative theory, decision-makers can
examine all the possible alternatives thoroughly and then choose the best one, while according to
descriptive theory, it is possible that decision-makers make mistakes when evaluating and deciding
about complex and dynamic tasks since they have »limited« processing capacity. However, they
tend to choose options that give them satisfaction (Lizárraga et al., 2007, page 382; Hansson, 1994,
page 6).
Janis and Mann's (1977) theory of decisional conflict is a descriptive theory (Filipe, Alvarez,
Roberto, and Ferreira, 2020, page 136). Psychologists like Gerard (1967) started to observe
changes in autonomic arousal in experiments, which indicated different levels of stress incurred by
the decision-maker during the process of decision making (Janis and Mann, 1977, page 48-49).
Similarly, Mann, Janis, and Chaplin (1969) found evidence that supported the notion that decisional
conflicts cause increases in stress when a decision-maker must decide between two alternatives,
both of which have undesirable consequences. In their experiment, each subject's heart rate was
observed during four different decision-making periods (a bit before the session started, in the predecision period, the decision, and after the debriefing by the experimenter) in order to assess
emotional tensions at each period. The heart rate of subjects increased significantly during the predecision period, both when they did not expect extra information or when they expected to receive
new information, reached the peak when the decision was announced and dropped rapidly during
the debriefing session. Since evidence from the experiment showed that the signal to announce a
18

decision was recognized as a stressor by subjects and significant relief was marked by the subjects
following the information that they will not have to make a decision, Janis and Mann (1977) had
the idea that stress caused by decisional conflict is a key factor of failure to make a high-quality
decision (Mann et al., 1969).
Two main sources of psychological stress arising from decisional conflict are (Janis and Mann,
1977):
1. The threat of serious personal, material, and social loss that might be experienced
whatever the chosen alternative.
2. The threat of loss of reputation and self-esteem in case the wrong decision is made.
2.1 Five basic decision coping patterns
The conflict model of decision making identifies five basic decision-coping patterns with the
psychological stress coming from a concerning situation (Janis and Mann, 1977, page 54-60):
•

Unconflicted adherence, when the decision-maker is confronted with a warning, and he asks
himself the first basic question "Are the risks serious if I don't change?". The decision-maker
does not take the warning seriously, and complacently continues with his action without taking
protective action, ignoring the threat of losses. It is true that a negative appraisal is sometimes
justified and relatively realistic, for example, when people do not take seriously faulty news
from scare propagandists or unethical advertisers. However, negative appraisals are otherwise
likely to be maladaptive. Such an example would be when the National Weather Service in the
US issues emergency flood warnings. However, these warnings are usually disregarded
because if the people are aware that flood waters have been gradually building up over many
days. They often make false assumption that they will have enough time for evacuation later if
they wait for the flood to start in their area, and they think they can be completely relaxed at
that moment because of this false assumption. The result is that when the flood finally actually
reaches their neighborhood, the once complacent residents drown or end up on a roof waiting
to get rescued by a boat. The initial warnings should arouse enough stress in the decision-maker
to evoke vigilant search. However, if they don't, the decision-maker responds complacently
(Janis and Mann, 1977, page 54-56; Mann, Burnett, Radford and Ford, 1997, page 2).
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•

Defensive avoidance, which is associated with incomplete and biased assessment of
information, resulting in imprecise decisions. Defensive avoidance is linked to high levels of
stress. The decision-maker will try to escape conflict by shifting responsibility to another
person, by procrastinating or creating desirous rationalizations to support the least
objectionable alternative. The logic behind is that if the decision-maker answers "maybe" or
"yes" to the second basic question, his aroused emotional state will not become less intense and
might become even more intense for each protective action he examines. As the decision-maker
answers the second question with "maybe" or "yes", the third basic question "Is it realistic to
hope to find a better solution?" follows. There are at least two situational factors that have an
influence on the answer to this question, the first being the decision-maker appraisal of external
social resources ("Do I know anyone who can help me with a good advice?"), and second being
the decision-maker evaluation of his internal resources ("Am I capable of creating a good
escape plan?"). In case the decision-maker answers "no", he gives up looking for a more
appropriate solution, even though he is not satisfied with the options available to him. The
decision-maker wants to avoid signals causing anxiety or any other undesirable feelings. As
mentioned, there are at least three forms of defensive avoidance. The first one is the "evasive"
form of defensive avoidance, when a decision-maker becomes reluctant to think about signals
of oncoming danger by distracting himself with taking alcohol, or other more serious drugs,
leading to a fatalistic view accompanied with a risky and uncertain optimistic outlook. An
example of this form of defensive avoidance would be infantrymen pinned down in their
positions in the front-line in long periods of heavy bombardment. Such an "evasive" form of
defensive avoidance can go into extremes, as was observed among soldiers who were fighting
for many months. When they didn't have any more hope to be removed from the front line, and
after witnessing many deaths of their colleagues, they began to ignore several safety
precautions, like not taking cover during an artillery attack and became apathetic or fatalistic
about the threats from combat. The second form of defensive avoidance is buck-passing when
the decision-maker depends on another person to decide. An example would be when the
decision is about the decision-maker's personal danger or illness, and the decision-maker rather
relies on an outside agent of suspicious reputations because that agent promises him a
20

Figure 2.1 A conflict-theory model of decision making applicable to all consequential decisions
Source: Reproduced from Janis and Mann (1977, page 70)
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less painful solution than the doctor of medicine who insists that the decision-maker should take
responsibility. Third form of defensive avoidance is a bolstering form of defensive avoidance. The
decision-maker ignores the available information about the shortcomings of the least objectionable
option and develops rationalization that supports the view of safe option, neglecting the potentially
unsafe features. Bolstering form tends to occur only when the decision-maker is under significant
pressure to follow a specific course of action, while simultaneously, he doesn't have any hope of
finding a better solution. An example of a bolstering form of defensive avoidance would be cancer
victims since many of them on purpose misperceive information about potentially threatening
consequences of the suggested radical surgery or radiation treatment that their physicians are telling
them. Additionally, they tend to develop rationalization in order to convince themselves that their
worries will be over after the treatment (Janis and Mann, 1977, page 57-58, Mann et al., 1997, page
2).
•

Hypervigilance, when the decision-maker is frantically looking for a way out of dilemmas. The
decision-maker does because of time pressure impulsively go for quickly and deliberately created
solutions that look like offering an immediate relief. Several consequences of choices are neglected
due to emotional excitement, perseveration, and limited attention. Hypervigilance in its extreme
form is like a "panic" state, in which the decision-maker hesitates between alternatives, causing
discomfort. Vigilant decision coping patterns will remain superior to defensive avoidance decision
coping patterns if the endangered decision-maker answers to the third basic question with "maybe"
or "yes". A key determinant of that person's decision coping pattern lies in answer to the fourth
basic question: "Is there sufficient time to search and deliberate?". The decision-maker will answer
"no" if he notices that the real threat is rapidly approaching or if he receives authoritative
information that the final time for making a decision for a solution before it will be too late is just
around the corner. As an endangered but optimistic decision-maker realizes that it is vital to find a
relatively safe escape option and he expects to find a satisfactory one, he becomes emotionally
aroused and vigilant as he identifies an imminent deadline, which is assumption number 4 of the
conflict-theory model of decision-making. Hypervigilance often occurs in situations when people
realize that there is very little time left to find a safe way out of disaster nearly there, and because
of that, they feel the fear of imminent entrapment. An example of hypervigilance would be when
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people are confronted by a fire that is quickly approaching, and they assess the situation and see
that there is a chance safely escape the fire, but they see that the possible solutions are rapidly
disappearing. This is an extreme form of hypervigilance, often named as panic. Hypervigilance is
linked to significant emotional stress (Janis and Mann, 1977, page 59-62, Mann et al., 1997, page
2).
•

Vigilance, when the decision-maker answers "maybe" or "yes" to the fourth basic question, and
his vigilance continues in a much less excited form as long as the endangered decision-maker
remains optimistic and believes he will be able to find a safe solution out of the decision conflict,
which is assumption number 5 of the conflict model. Vigilance is, according to the conflict-theory
model of decision-making, the only decision coping pattern enabling rational and successful
decision-making. Vigilant decision-maker clarifies goals to be reached by the decision, canvasses
an impressive range of alternatives, looks thoroughly for relevant information, acquires
information in an unbiased way, and assesses alternatives with great care before making the
decision. An example of this high-quality form of decision-making would be how a highly-skilled
pilot reacts to an emergency warning while in the air, for example, that the landing gear is jammed
and the plane can crash when landing because of that. The pilot has experiences with such
situations, having been through numerous training exercises, and therefore feels confident he will
find a solution to the problem. The pilot begins with a detailed but quick assessment of the
information available, discusses them with technicians in the control tower on the ground, evaluates
with care the alternatives open to him, and creates a new set of contingency plans prior to making
the final decision. The pilot has an attitude of high confidence that he will find a solution to the
problem, as long as he remains optimistic that he will find a solution to avert the approaching crash
and trusts that there is enough time to find a solution like this. Two of the key conditions for vigilant
decision-making are reasonably low confidence in the least objectionable solution in combination
with high confidence about finding a more appropriate alternative. Vigilance is linked with
moderate levels of psychological stress (Janis and Mann, 1977, page 62, Mann et al., 1997, page
2).
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2.2 Five-stage schema of decision-making
There exist several theories about the stages of each decision-making process. Popular view of
decision-making is the one where there are two main phases of the process; the time before the
announcement of the decision and the time after the decision (Festinger, 1964). The one often
considered as the starting point for discussions in the modern decision theory is of Dewey (1997,
page 72), which identifies five consecutive stages of the process of problem-solving; (1) a felt
difficulty, (2) the recognition of location and definition of that difficulty, (3) suggestion of possible
solutions, (4) reflection on the suggestion, and (5) further observation and experiment leading to
accepting or rejecting the suggestion. Table 2.1 below shows the five stages and major concerns
associated with each
Janis and Mann (1977, pages 171-178) postulate in their book that there are five sequential stages
of decision-making or a five-stage schema. It should be noted that the features of each stage depend
to a certain extent upon the decision coping pattern of the decision-maker. Therefore, the five stages
presented are valid when the dominant pattern of decision-making is vigilance. The differences of
stages when non-vigilant patterns are dominant will be discussed after (Janis and Mann, 1977,
pages 171-178).
Table 2.1 The five stages and the major concerns associated with each
Source: Reproduced from Janis and Mann (1977, page 172)
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Stage 1: Appraising the Challenge. The decision-maker is pursuing his course of (in)action
complacently until he is challenged by some distracting event or information that signals that a
significant loss can soon happen. This exposure to a potential threat that challenges his current
course of action represents the start of the decision-making process. The challenging information
creates a temporary personal in the decision-maker if he starts to hesitate whether it is smart to
continue with the current course of action. When the decision-maker answers positively to the first
key question, he begins to look for alternatives.
Stage 2: Surveying Alternatives. In the second stage, the decision-maker focuses on one or more
alternatives. Since his confidence in the desirability of this old course of action is shaken, he accepts
the challenge and looks in his memory for alternative courses of action and connects and consults
with other people (usually knowledgeable acquaintances) on how to deal with the threat, including
paying attention to relevant information in the mass media. Most decision-makers hold on to the
current course of action, but the exposure to challenge makes them look for extra information about
better alternatives.
Stage 3: Weighing Alternatives. The decision-maker now begins with a thorough assessment of
the alternatives trying to select the most appropriate course of action. If the decision-maker is
vigilant, he typically notices gains and losses he had before not seen. This can consequently lead
to changes in preference ratings of the alternative actions.
Stage 4: Deliberating about Commitment. The decision-maker had covertly decided by telling
himself that he will adopt a new plan of action, and he starts to think about ways of implementing
it. The decision-maker realizes that people in his social circle who are not directly implicated (for
example, friends, family, and business associates) will eventually find out about his decision (such
as to stop smoking, quit the job, get married, etc.), so he as well starts to think how to tell his
intentions to others. As a vigilant decision-maker, he is worried about their possible disapproval,
which he might have forgotten to consider earlier in the process of decision-making.
Stage 5: Adhering despite Negative Feedback. Many decisions go through a magical period in
which the decision-maker feels like he is on a honeymoon. The decision-maker is happy with his
choice and does not hesitate to implement it. Unfortunately, it is common that this relaxing and
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idyllic post-decisional state is sooner or later unpleasantly interrupted by a new threat or
opportunity. Stage 5 can therefore be seen similar to stage 1 in the sense that each distracting
information (in the form of event or communication) that leads to negative feedback represents a
possible challenge to the newly adopted course of action. However, even in the case when a
challenge is strong enough to evoke a positive answer to the first question of whether the risks are
significant if no change is made, stage 5 differs from stage 1 in that the decision-maker is shaken
only temporarily and soon makes a decision to stick with his original course of action. To feel more
secure, he is likely to bolster the reaffirmation of his decision with new rationalizations to play
down the losses and put the spotlight on the gains.
Janis and Mann (1977, page 178) postulate that the five stages of the decision-making process just
outlined are completely developed only when there is a vigilant decision-maker. The stages can be
severely attenuated when an important decision is made impulsively in line with a decision coping
pattern of hypervigilance or defensive avoidance, and if a smaller incremental decision is made in
accordance with a pattern of unconflicted change. Stages 2, 3, and 4 can be almost completely
omitted and perfunctory in case the dominant pattern is one of those non-vigilant (Janis and Mann,
1977, page 178).
Personality variables and other personality traits of the decision-maker (like trait anxiety,
information-processing capability, or habitual coping style) have a significant influence on
predisposition on which decision coping pattern to use and frequency of usage (Janis and Mann,
1977, page 71; Janis, 1982, page 332-333). Similarly, differences in tolerance for psychological
stress of every individual, responsiveness to time pressure, and predispositions to
optimism/pessimism might have an effect on decision-makers to rely more frequently on a specific
decision coping pattern when in a challenging situation. Therefore, it makes sense to measure and
examine differences in usage of main decision coping patterns between individuals (Scheier and
Carver, 1985, page 219; Mann et al., 1997, page 2).
2.3 The Flinders Decision Making Questionnaire
The FDMQ is a self-reporting measure of the three main decision coping patterns (vigilance,
hypervigilance, and defensive avoidance) to approach and deal with the decisional conflict, which
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is based on Janis and Mann (1977) decisional conflict theory with five main decision coping
patterns (vigilance, hypervigilance, defensive avoidance, unconflicted change, and unconflicted
adherence). Decision avoidance approach involves three sub-approaches: Procrastination (escaping
decisions through procrastination), Buck-Passing (avoiding responsibility), and Rationalization
(wishful bolstering of the least objectionable alternative). Therefore, the FDMQ is made up of a
vigilant scale which consists of 6 items (for example, "I like to consider all of the alternatives."),
hypervigilance scale, which consists of 5 items (for example, "I feel as if I'm under tremendous
time pressure when making decisions."), and defensive avoidance scale consists of 5 items (for
example, "When I have a decision to make I try not to think about it."). As mentioned earlier,
decision avoidance includes three sub-approaches. Therefore FDMQ has three more scales to
capture these three sub-approaches of defensive avoidance. Each scale consists of 5 items. For
example, the buck-passing scale includes the item "I prefer to leave decisions to others,"
procrastination includes "I put off making decision," and rationalization "After a decision is made
I spend a lot of time convincing myself it was correct." Altogether, there are 31 items that are
positively scored: "True for me" (score 2), "Sometimes true" (score 1), or "Not true for me" (score
0). Therefore, the vigilance scale has a maximum of 12 points, hypervigilance maximum of 10
points, etc. (Janis and Mann, 1977; Mann, 1982; Mann et al., 1997).
2.4 The Melbourne Decision Making Questionnaire
The MDMQ (Mann et al., 1997) is an improved and updated version of the FDMQ (Mann, 1982).
The MDMQ consists of MDMQ I and MDMQ II. The MDMQ I is used as a self-reporting measure
of self-esteem of decision-maker, while the MDMQ II from Mann et al. (1997) assesses between
four major decision-coping patterns about how each decision-maker approaches decisional conflict
situation.
2.4.1 MDMQ I
The MDMQ I was first published in Mann et al. (1998) article as Decision Self-esteem Items and
is used as a tool to determine the decision-maker level of self-esteem in decision-making science.
One of the two main sources of psychological stress coming from decisional conflict identified
based on Janis and Mann's (1977) decisional-conflict theory is the threat of loss of reputation and
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self-esteem in case the wrong decision is made. This threat to the decision-maker's reputation and
prowess is illustrated by Janis and Mann (1977, page 7) with a "Peanuts" cartoon by Schultz, in
which Snoopy is depicted as a chief executive that seats in his office and makes important
decisions. Snoopy is worried because he thinks "I made a hundred and twenty decisions today…
All of them wrong". Everybody makes a few decisions that turn out wrong. However, a whole
series of 120 misses can have catastrophic consequences on the decision-maker's self-esteem. Such
an example opens a new dilemma about the conditions under which will the decision-maker instead
of feeling confident and satisfied switch to dejected mood of regret of the decision made (Janis and
Mann, 1977, page 7; Mann et at. 1998, pages 328-329).
MDMQ I is a six-item scale measure of the self-esteem of the decision-maker. Items 1, 3, and 5
are positively scored: "True for me" (score 2), "Sometimes true" (score 1), or "Not true for me"
(score 0). Items 2, 4, and 6 are negatively scored: "Not true for me" (score 2), "Sometimes true"
(score 1), or "True for me" (score 0) (Burnett, personal communication, 4th May 2020; Mann et al.,
1997). The MDMQ I has been, for example, used in a study by Deniz (2006), in which it was
discovered that life satisfaction is significantly correlated to decision self-esteem and that there are
significant relationships between coping with stress, decision self-esteem and decision-making
patterns, or in a study by Sáez de Heredia, Arocena, and Gárate (2004) to analyse the relationship
between decision patterns and decision-making self-esteem between university students of the
authors of the study and those from other cultures. Table 2.2 shows the Decision Self-Esteem Items
(MDMQ I) and mean, standard deviation, and possible range, based on a sample of 1994 people
from the study of Mann et al. (1998) when the MDMQ I was first published.
Table 2.2 MDMQ I: Mean, standard deviation, possible range (N=1994)
Source: Reproduced from Mann et al. (1998, page 334)
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2.4.2 MDMQ II
Based on Jannis and Mann (1977) conflict model of decision making, five substantive models can
be postulated, in which the three main decision coping patterns (vigilance, hypervigilance, and the
defensive avoidance) and the three sub-patterns of defensive avoidance (buck-passing,
procrastination, and rationalization) can be grouped into (Mann et al., 1997, page 4-10):
•

Model 1 consists of two factors, namely vigilance as one factor and the other non-vigilant
decision coping patterns as the other

•

Model 2 consists of three factors, namely vigilance, hypervigilance, and defensive avoidance
(incorporating the remaining items) as three separate factors (Burnett, Mann, and Beswick,
1989).

•

Model 3 consists of six separate factors: vigilance, hypervigilance, defensive avoidance, buckpassing, procrastination, and rationalization.

•

Model 4 is extended Model 1, in which vigilance is one factor and the remaining maladaptive
decision coping styles comprise one higher-order factor (non-vigilance) and several first-order
factors.

•

Model 5 is an extended Model 2, in which vigilance and hypervigilance stand alone as two
separate factors, while defensive avoidance is a higher-order factor with buck-passing,
procrastination, and rationalization as first-order factors.

All five subsequent models can be conceptualized as (Mann et al., 1997, page 4):
1. Models 1 and 4 as adaptive vs. maladaptive strategies
2. Models 2 and 5 as decision-taking vs. decision-avoiding strategies
3. Model 3 as particular distinguishing and alternative strategies to deal with the decisional
conflict.
Mann et al. (1997) tested how the above five subsequent models fit the empirical data on a sample
of 1976 students who filled out 31 items of the FDMQ and determined that none of the five models
shows consistency with the empirical data. Even though none of the models had an adequate fit
with the data, Model 3 (six-factor model) showed better fit than the other four models, and Mann
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et al. (1997) therefore decided to improve Model 3. The modified Model 3 consists of four of the
six

postulated decision-coping

patterns:

vigilance, hypervigilance, buck-passing, and

procrastination. No empirical evidence for the existence of rationalization was found, and buckpassing items together with several defensive avoidance items formed one scale. Figure 2.3 shows
the four scales, their means, standard deviations, and Cronbach's alpha reliabilities, and the
standardized factor loading and squared multiple correlations of the 22 items comprising four
scales, based on Mann et al. (1997) sample of 2018 people. The four scales are known as the
MDMQ II. It is assumed that every decision-maker has all patterns in the repertoire. However, the
tendency to rely on each of them differs based on the individual characteristics of the decisionmaker (Janis and Mann, 1977; Mann, 1982; Mann et al., 1997).
Table 2.3 MDMQ II: The items, standardised factor loadings and squared multiple correlations (N=2018)
Source: Mann et al., 1997, page 12)
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3 Gender and individual decision making
Findings from brain research suggest that women and men achieve similar IQ results with different
parts of the brain, indicating that there is no exact single neuroanatomical structure underlying
general intelligence. Various designs of brains can achieve equal intellectual performance. Brains
of women have around 10 times more white matter than brains of men and brains of men have
around 6,5 times more grey matter than brains of women. Grey matter distinguishes information
processing centres, and white matter characterizes the connections between these processing
centres. This might help explain why women perform better in tasks that include assimilating and
integrating information from different grey-matter parts of the brain, like those required for
language facility, and men tend to stand out in tasks that require local processing, such as
mathematics. Women have as well wider peripheral vision than men, and the cord bringing together
the left and the right lobes are on average 10% thicker in female brains. Neither brain type achieves
better results on intelligence tests or certain other measures of cognitive ability. These differences,
however, indicate differences in how decisions are made (Benko and Pelster, 2013; Haier et al.,
2005). The hypothesis that men have an advantage because male brains are larger can be based on
the evidence, therefore rejected. No sex differences in the general factor of intelligence were found,
even though considerable sex differences in brain volumes were discovered (Burgaleta et al., 2012).
Another reason why researchers expect that there are significant differences in the way women and
men perceive factors that determine their decision process is because decisions of each individual
tend to be affected by his/her beliefs about the characteristics that differentiate gender (Lizárraga
et al., 2007, page 382-384). According to Gray (1992), gender stereotypes present women and men
as fundamentally different, from distinct planets. The relationship problems are a consequence of
fundamental psychological differences between women and men. Men complain because they offer
a solution to a problem that women bring up when having a conversation, but women are not
actually interested in solving the problem all the time and actually just want to talk about it
sometimes (Gray, 1992, page 15).
Lizárraga et al. (2007, page 387) discovered that men proved to be more motivated than women
during the decision-making process and tend to feel more intense pressure from all the work-related
factors. Additionally, men put more emphasis on analysing information relevant to the definition
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of the purposes or goals of the decision and making the decision. Women are worried about doubts,
uncertainty, and the dynamism intertwined with the decision-making process. Women pay more
attention to time and money and are worried more than men about each decision's consequences,
no matter whether these affect them or others. Additionally, women emphasize their emotions
when making decisions and are more aware of the constraints that the environment puts on their
decision making. Study shows that there are no gender differences observed in cognition and selfregulation. Women and men monitor all the decision stages, carefully process information, collect
the necessary decision-related data from their memories, categorize them, evaluate the alternatives
logically, predict consequences and results, and successfully resolve all the issues caused by the
situation.

Equal intellectual capabilities as seen in the sample studied suggest that gender

differences in decision making are more linked to behavioural styles or the demands of women and
men's social roles, and not to the intellectual abilities (Lizárraga et al., 2007, page 387-389).
3.1 Social cognitive theory of gender development and differentiation
Different behavioural styles and demands for the social roles of women and men in society could
be the consequence of how gender roles are created and developed through life. Bussey and
Bandura (1999) describe how gender conceptions are built from the complex mixture of
experiences and how they function with self-regulatory and motivational mechanisms to lead
gender-linked behaviour throughout the course of life. Socio-structural and psychological
determinants are integrated within a united conceptual framework, in which gender roles and
conceptions are the result of a comprehensive network of social influences working
interdependently in the variation of social subsystems. Bodily structures and biological
potentialities, provided by human evolution, allow a range of options rather than dictating fixed
type of gender differentiation. Every individual contributes to his/her self-development and brings
about social changes that structure and define gender relationships through his/her agentic actions
within the interrelated systems of influence (Bjerede and Gielniak, 2017; Bussey and Bandura,
1999, page 1)
Bussey and Bandura (1999, page 2) present psychosocial mechanisms and determinants by which
society socializes female and male babies into feminine and masculine adults. Societal gender32

typing heavily prescribes some of the most important aspects of human lives, for example, the
conceptions they hold of themselves and others, the talents they cultivate, the socio-structural
constraints and opportunities they experience, and the occupational paths and social life they
follow, making gender development a fundamental issue. Additionally, gender development is the
primary basis on which every individual gets differentiated with pervasive effects day by day in
his/her life. Several attributes and roles that are discriminatorily promoted in females and males
are usually valued differently, with those assigned to males regarded as of higher status, effectual,
and desirable (Berscheid, 1993). Most of the stereotypic roles and attributes associated with gender
originate more from cultural design rather than biological endowment, but some are biologically
founded (Bandura, 1986). Children can distinguish between gender and behave according to
traditional gender-linked practices already before they can label themselves and others by gender,
which does not occur until the second year of their life. In the first year of life, children (infants)
can already separate two different genders. In the second year of their life, they start to participate
in gender-linked conduct and favour actions consistent with their gender (Blakemore, Larue, and
Olejnik, 1979; Fagot, 1974).
Not all individuals living under the same community, familial and educational resources, normative
climate, opportunity structures, and social controls, and of the same socioeconomic status behave
the same way. The main problem is to account for adaptational diversity inside socio-structural
commonalty. The social cognitive theory takes an integrated approach in which socio-structural
forces operate through self-system mechanism to create behavioural effects. Additionally, people
are products and as well as producers of the social system (dynamic social system). Human activity
results in social structures. The structural applications one by one force limitations and provide
opportunity structures and resources for personal functioning and development (Bandura, 1986,
1999; Giddens, 1984). One should not search for a specific cause of behaviour, and rather
understand that the reciprocal determinism among cognitive, behavioural, and environmental
factors affect behaviour depending on that exact specific situation and the individual (Bandura,
1986).
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3.2 Gender and values
Crow, Fok, Hartman, and Payne (1991, page 255) investigated the impact of gender and values on
decision making. In particular, the effect of gender on moral development, values of equity and
equality, and decision-making processes. Additionally, the direct effects of moral development and
values of equity and equality on decision making were examined. 186 undergraduate and 44
graduate university business school students participated in the study, and 48% of subjects were
women. The results of the study show that there exist certain gender-related differences in weights
of decision issues, value systems, and final decisions. The study proved that the research hypothesis
that, based on Kohlberg's model of moral development, men are at a higher level of moral
development, was false. In fact, the reverse was found so that women have a higher level of moral
development (based on Kohlberg's model). There are more possible explanations for this. For
example, there is a chance that women, at least female business students, do really have higher
levels of moral development than their male colleagues, or that women who decide on a business
career can be more like men in value orientation, in contrast to women who decide for traditional
female careers (self-selection). Another possible explanation is that the research group was selected
too restrictively and did not represent all college-educated people, but is more representative for
individuals in business majors. Results show that the female superiority in moral development
might really exist, but a possible explanation is that women entering business schools differ from
women in general because they could be socialized towards more ethically oriented ways of judging
and thinking. The study's prediction that women and men differ in terms of equity and equality was
rejected (Crow et al., 1991, page 255-266).
Authors suggest that the relationships between gender, values, and decision making might be much
more complex than expected. Gender and moral development proved to be related, but in the
opposite relationship as the literature suggested. No relationship was found between gender and
equity/equality values. Results showed that females generally make the judgements that we would
expect of highly moral developed people, but no other significant relationship was found between
decision making and moral development except for gender. The main point to take from the study
is that equality and equity values operate directly, however not strongly, on the decision-making
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process, and that moral development as well affects the decision-making process, but in a moderated
way, since moral development is moderated somehow by gender (Crow et al., 1991, page 267).
Beutel and Marini (1995) researched gender differences in the core values of U. S. adolescents.
Females proved to be more likely than males to be concerned about others and feel the
responsibility for their well-being and were as well more likely than males to consider the meaning
and purpose in life very important. Males were more likely than females to accept competition and
materialism. These gender differences were observed in the period from the mid-1970s to the
beginning of the 1990s and showed almost no sign of decreasing over time. Additionally, they were
obvious across social class subgroups and cannot be explained by gender differences in religiosity
or perceived social support availability. It appears that despite the changes in gender-role attitudes
and the change in thinking of young women, which started to value equally as young men the
recognition for their achievements in the labour market, the differences in core values of young
women and men continue to persist (Beutel and Marini, 1995, page 446).
Dietz, Kalof and Stern (2003) investigated gender differences in environmentalism on a sample of
U.S. adults by researching the relationship between gender and value that are key correlates of
environmentalism. Those values are altruism, openness to change, self-interest, and traditionalism.
Differences were found in value priorities. Namely, women perceived altruism as more important
than men. A possible explanation for such result is that women in the U.S: are more often than men
part of activities like community service and child-rearing, which require and promote altruism,
while men are in contrast, more engaged in the marker and sports activities, which tend to require
cooperation with a limited group of people from your "team", and competition with all the others
outside your "team". This could mean that different priorities of altruism as a value between women
and men could be the explanatory variable for gender differences in environmentalism (Dietz et
al., 2003, page 361).
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3.2.1. Gender and ethical decision making
Buckley, Wiese, and Harvey (2010) examined the influence of different factors on unethical
behaviour in a classroom situation. Factors explored were gender, the probability of being caught
and penalized, hostility/aggression characteristics, level of self-esteem, high time urgency, type A
personality, and GPA. The strongest predictor of students cheating was gender, the probability of
being caught and penalized, and high hostility/aggression characteristics. Male students reported
more readiness to take part in unethical behaviour (Buckley et al., 2010).
Ameen, Guffey, and McMillan (1996) did a study about gender differences in the willingness to
tolerate unethical academic behaviour, however, on a sample of future accounting professionals.
Results are in line with those from Buckely et al. (2010), but on a slightly different aspect of gender
and ethical decision making and suggest that women are less tolerant than men about academic
misconduct. Additionally, women proved to be less cynical and less likely to be involved in
academic dishonesty (Ameen et al., 1996). Roxas and Stoneback (2004) studied the effect of gender
on ethical decision-making in an accounting context, however, across different cultures. More
precisely, they analysed answers of accounting students from eight different countries (U.S.,
Canada, Australia, China, Philippines, Thailand, Germany, Ukraine) about their likely reaction to
an ethical challenge in accounting. Results from the sample, which included all countries, revealed
that males were significantly less ethical than females, and are in line with the findings from
Buckley et al. (2010). However, significant differences in the level of individual countries were
found only in the samples of China and Ukraine, with China showing that females are less likely
to behave ethically in comparison with men. Because of much higher mean scores, Ukraine offsets
this. In the U.S., Australia, the Philippines, Germany, and Ukraine, males reported higher mean
scores, but the gender difference was significant only for Ukraine. For Canada, China, and
Thailand, females reported higher mean scores, but gender differences were significant only in the
Chinese sample. On the one hand, Germany has low mean scores. On the other hand, Ukraine has
high mean scores. The study results about gender differences across cultures in ethical decision
making by Roxas and Stoneback (2004, page 161) are presented in Table 3.1 below.
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Table 3.1 Aggregate degree of ethicalness and gender
Source: Reproduced from Roxas and Stoneback (2004, page 161)

Another interesting study in the field of accounting and in connection with gender differences in
ethical decision making was done by Ho, Li, Tam, and Zhang (2014), who examined the effect of
CEO gender and accounting conservatism. A positive association was found between the two. The
main motivation for such a study was because the leadership characteristics of female CEOs are
not well explored, and since male CEOs dominate the corporate leadership world, a lot of the
literature on top management has, therefore, masculine bias. However, two of the characteristics
that could differ between women and men, risk aversion and ethical sensitivity, are linked to most
important accounting issues, such as conservatism and firm opposition to fraud in financial
reporting. The results in the study showed that firms with female CEOs reported earnings more
conservatively. Ho et al. (2014, page 366) go even further and argue that because women as CEOs
are more risk-averse and ethical, they should recognize bad news in reported earnings in less time
than men as CEOs. Additionally, the effects of gender are more evident in smaller companies and
companies with well-built corporate governance. Such findings suggest that the gender of the CEO
should be as well considered when analysing financial statements since female CEOs may report
in a more conservative manner (Ho et al., 2014, page 367).
Andreoni and Vesterlund (2001) studied gender differences in altruism in a modified dictator game
with different prices and incomes and discovered that either sex could be more altruistic, depending
on the price of giving. Women are more generous when the price of altruism is more expensive,
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and men are more altruistic when it is cheap. This means that women prefer to equalize payoffs
and are more "equalitarian", while men are either perfectly selfless or perfectly selfish (Andreoni
and Vesterlund, 2001, page 306).
3.3 Gender differences in consumer behaviour
Gender is a major factor that influences decision-making behaviour in consumerism. Laroche,
Saad, Cleveland, and Browne (2000) studied the underlying determinants of an in-store search for
information on a clothing gift for Christmas. Results show that females acquired in-store
information more comprehensively. In contrast, males approached the search for in-store
information more heuristically and focused on a smaller subset of information (Laroche et al.,
2000). Described gender differences in consumer behaviour could be, to a certain extent, the result
of women's working status (working or non-working). Therefore, the authors made a post hoc
comparison of working and non-working women and discovered that working women spent on
average more than non-working on a clothing gift. However, the result was only marginally
significant. When using a different statistical test, no significant gender difference was found on
the amount spend on a clothing gift. Since working women could be under more time pressure
(because of work) than non-working women, the authors tested whether they delayed the beginning
of their Christmas shopping due to this time pressure. In other words, that working women would
behave more like men. However, no significant differences were found, meaning that both working
and non-working women began shopping for Christmas around the same time (Laroche et al., 2000)
Mitchell and Walsh (2004, page 334) did a study on a sample of the general public and discovered
that female and male consumer decision-making styles differ as well. It is slightly less probable for
males to be perfectionists in comparison with females. Men are as well less original in their
purchasing activities and less fashion-conscious and are harder to be confused than women
(Mitchell and Walsh, 2004). Shim (1996) did a study of students enrolled in high school. On the
one hand, his study discovered, in contrast to Mitchell and Walsh (2004), that boys were more
associated with the perfectionist consumer style. The main possible reasons for this are the different
sample characteristics in each study, for example, the age of participants. However, girls proved to
be, similarly, like in Mitchell and Walsh (2004) study, novelty and fashion-conscious consumers.
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Therefore, boys are characterized as consumers that search for good quality and stick with it once
they find it, while girls as consumers look not only for fun and fashion when shopping but as well
for the price (Shim, 1996, page 562). Kraljević and Filipović (2017) found out similarly that women
are more sensitive to prices than men.
Laroche et al. (2000) raise the question of whether using biological sex as an independent variable
when researching gender differences is optimal and suggest the usage of other measures of gender
roles such as Bem's Sex Role Inventory. The Bem Sex Role Inventory is one of the most widely
used tests to measure the femininity and masculinity of individuals in order to research gender roles
(Davis, 2017). In my opinion, this would not necessarily make the research of better quality since
such a measure of gender identity has its disadvantages too and should be used with caution. One
of the more important potential problems I see when using the Bem Sex Role Inventory Test is that
it uses traditionally masculine and feminine qualities. However, these qualities have changed over
time. Additionally, are traditionally masculine and feminine qualities the same in every country or
society around the world? (Donnelly and Twenge, 2016). Yonge (1978) goes to the extreme and
concludes after discussing all the shortcomings of the test that it should probably not be used at all.
In my opinion, when using tests for measuring gender roles and identity, one should be careful
what the test really measures and what the author wants to measure and test later in the study.
3.4 Gender differences in decision making and HRM
Studies in the laboratory setting have shown that stereotypes and in-group favouritism have effect
on the way people evaluate and perceive others. Gorman (2005) decided to use the data on large
U.S. law firms from the mid-1990s and test these gender differences in an actual workplace setting.
Gorman (2005) hypothesized that two factors, namely gender stereotypicality and same-gender
preferences of the decision-maker, operate conjointly to strengthen gender inequality in hiring.
Additionally, gender inequality in hiring has been tested separately for entry-level associates (those
who join the firm shortly after graduation or after a year as a law to a judge) and "lateral" associates
(those who already worked for another employer before joining the firm). The most shocking
finding is that gender stereotypes embedded in the organization and its idea of who performs better
in a certain job determine the gender structure of newly hired people for a certain job. In the sample
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with all new hires, when there were more masculine characteristics among the hiring criteria, the
proportion of new women hired into that job decreased. When studying entry-level and "lateral"
hires separately, the impact of adding masculine traits among hiring criteria was similar for both
groups. In contrast, when there were more stereotypically feminine traits among the hiring criteria
in the sample with all hires together, the proportion of newly hired women for a given job increased.
When considered separately, adding feminine characteristics among hiring criteria at the entrylevel had a strong positive effect on the proportion of newly hired women for a given job. However,
there was essentially no effect at the “lateral” level (Gorman, 2005, page 720-722).
Figure 3.1 Effect of the Number of Stereotypically Masculine Hiring Criteria on the Predicted Proportion of Women among
Entry-Level Hire
Source: Gorman (2005, page 720)

Figure 3.2 Effect of the Number of Stereotypically Feminine Hiring Criteria on the Predicted Proportion of Women among EntryLevel Hires
Source: Gorman (2005, page 721)
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These findings confirm the idea by Gorman (2005) that female and male job candidates are
perceived by the hiring decision-makers through the lens of gender stereotypes, which are then
compared to the cultural role-incumbent schemas embedded in the organization. On the one hand,
when they are more stereotypically feminine, female candidates appear to offer a better fit. On the
other hand, when more masculine traits are required, male candidates appear to be more appropriate
(Gorman, 2005, page 722). The possible explanation for different results between entry-level and
“lateral” associates when increasing feminine characteristics among hiring criteria is that roleincumbent schemas are different for jobs with different levels of seniority and responsibility, since
“laterals” tend to do more demanding and responsible tasks than entry-level hires. In lower-level
positions, stereotypically feminine characteristics such as friendliness and cooperativeness may be
more important, since such positions often require "team play" and cheerful obedience to superiors,
while higher positions are seen as challenging leadership and may require different characteristics
(Jackall, 1988).
Additionally, results from Gorman (2005, page 722) show that the gender of hiring decision-maker
matters. When all new hires were studies together, results showed that a higher proportion of
positions was filled with women in firms with female hiring partners. When entry-level and lateral
hires were studied separately, different patterns emerged. In the case of entry-level hires, the effect
of female decision-maker depended on the proportion of women among partners. When women
were in the minority, female hiring partners decided to hire a significantly larger proportion of
women in comparison with their male colleagues. However, as the gender composition of partners
in the firm became more gender-equal, this effect was reduced and became even negative. In the
case of “lateral” hires, there was no significant effect of female decision-maker on the proportion
of female hires. Results confirm that hiring decision-makers prefer candidates of the same sex as
they are. The case of entry-level hires shows that this preference is more obvious when the gender
of hiring decision-maker is in a minority since, in that case, female decision-maker have even
stronger preference to interact with the same gender or can feel like they need to help other women
or balance gender composition. As the gender composition of upper-level positions becomes more
gender-equal, these feelings may disappear. It could be as well that male colleagues are willing to
tolerate this until there are few women in an organisation that have power, but become
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uncomfortable when more women are in positions of power, however, further research would be
needed in an environment where women comprise the majority of partners in the firm.
Additionally, Kanter (1993) researched treatment of women in male-dominated settings and found
that established social roles are fortified when women remain under-represented in male-dominated
institutions, making gender stereotypes of women and men even more obvious through fortified
social roles and promoting gender inequality in decision-making positions even more. In the case
of “lateral” hires, one of the possible explanation why the gender of the hiring partner has no effect
on the gender composition of new lateral hires is that “lateral” hires take place less frequently and
tend to happen due to idiosyncratic needs, so female decision-makers could feel more pressure not
to exercise their preference for hiring a woman. This pressure could also come from the fact
“lateral” associates will be given much more responsibility than entry-level hires. Therefore, there
might be as well the question of reputation on the line if a female decision-maker chooses the
wrong candidate just because she could not suppress her preference to hire a female (Gorman,
2005, page 722-723).
Figure 3.3 Effect of Hiring Partner Gender and the Female Proportion of Partners on the Predicted Proportion of Women among
Entry-Level Hires
Source: Gorman (2005, page 721)

Levin et al. (2005) studied gender biases in hiring and firing decisions. A two-stage procedure
(consideration set formation and final choice) was applied, and a hypothetical decision had to be
made by college students. There were two experiments, and each had a condition where participants
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had to choose which job candidate to hire and a condition where participants had to decide which
current employee to fire. The candidates for hiring and firing all had comparable credentials.
However, they differed in terms of sex. In the first and second experiment, both female and male
participants decided to hire candidates of their sex, which is in line with findings of Gorman (2005)
and Bosak and Scezsny (2011) that discovered that male applicants were hired more likely than
female applicants, but only by male participants, indicating again that the hiring decision-makers
prefer to hire candidates of the same sex as theirs. Levin et al. (2005) conclude that both female
and male candidates decided to fire mostly male candidates. The bias appeared in the first and
second experiments only in the final-decision stage (Levin et al., 2005).
In contrast to Gorman (2005), Levin et al. (2005), and Bosak and Scezsny (2011), Petersen,
Saporta, and Seidel (2000) suggest that gender has no effect on the hiring process. Peterson et al.
(2000) did a study about the impact of sex, race, and social networks on the hiring process. The
study was done on a sample of 35. 229 applicants in a 10-year period in a midsized high-technology
entity. Peterson et al. (2000) suggest that age and education account for all sex differences and that
the hiring process is completely meritocratic for gender. Even without considering age and
education, there are little if no differences at all stages in the process of hiring (Peterson et al.,
2000). Marsden, Kalleberg, and Cook (1993) researched gender differences in organizational
commitment and discovered that in contrast to some gender models, it appears that it is not
appreciably different for women and men.
Venkatesh, Morris, and Ackerman (2000) studied user reactions and technology usage behaviour
among 355 workers over a 5-month period, during which workers were introduced to a new
software technology application. The decisions of men were more strongly influenced by their
attitude towards using new technology in comparison with women’s decisions. On the opposite,
women were more strongly influenced by perceived behavioural control and subjective norm.
Sustained technology usage behaviour was driven by early usage behaviour, thus strengthening the
long-lasting influence of gender-based early evaluations of the new technology. Results were
robust across education, income, organization positions, and computer self-efficacy levels
(Venkatesh et al., 2000).
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3.5 Gender differences in self-esteem and decision coping patterns measured by MDMQ
Kling, Hyde, Showers, and Buswell (1999) conducted two studies about gender differences in
global self-esteem. The first one showed a small difference in favour of men. The second study
similarly revealed the higher male self-esteem of young Americans. It looks like males achieve a
higher score on standards measures of global self-esteem in comparison with females. However,
this difference is small (Kling et al., 1999). Bleidorn et al. (2015) similarly discovered that men
have higher self-esteem than women at every age and globally. Gentile et al. (2009) did a metaanalysis of gender differences in 10 different domains of self-esteem. On the one hand, women
achieved higher scores than men on moral-ethical self-esteem and behavioural conduct. On the
other hand, men achieved a significantly higher score than women on athletic, personal self, selfsatisfaction self-esteem and physical appearance. No gender differences were found in social
acceptance, academic, family, and affect self-esteem (Gentile et al., 2009). Schwalbe and Staples
(1991) discovered that men find social comparisons more important than women, while women
find reflected appraisals more important than men. In terms of self-perceived competence,
however, no gender differences were found. Both women and men consider reflected appraisals as
the most important source of self-esteem before self-perceived competence and social comparisons
(Schwalbe and Staples, 1991).
According to previous studies, slight gender differences can be expected in the decision-coping
patterns in the MDMQ. Insights from Laroche et al. (2000) suggest that males are mission- and
task-oriented in the context of a search for in-store information, while females tend to be more of
a discovery-oriented shopper. Therefore, as Laroche et al. (2000) findings suggest, females should
rely more on vigilant than non-vigilant decision-coping patterns. Bouckenooghe, Vanderheyden,
Mestdagh, and Van Laethem's (2007) findings suggest women rely less on procrastination in
comparison with men. Yan, Zhang, Lan, Li, and Li (2018) showed that women resort more on
hypervigilance and buck-passing.
Lizárraga et al. (2007) discovered that the environment has more influence on women than men
and that women are more involved in the decision-making process and worried about the possible
consequences of their decision. Men are more accurate when defining goals, perceive more
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pressure, and are more motivated to make a decision (Lizárraga et al., 2007). However, some
studies suggest men are more likely than women to resort on a more affective decisional style,
which is based on emotions and has a tendency towards impulsive decisions (Delaney, Strough,
Parker, and Bruin, 2015). However, Lizárraga et al. (2007) suggest that both women and men
monitor all the decision stages and carefully process information, collect the necessary decisionrelated data from their memories, categorize them, evaluate the alternatives logically, predict
consequences and results, and successfully resolve all the issues caused by the situation. Therefore
there should not be any major gender differences between the vigilant and non-vigilant decision
coping patterns. Gorodetzky, Sahakian, Robbins, and Ersche (2011) used MDMQ II to study the
differences in decision coping styles of drug-dependent individuals. Gorodetzky et al. (2011) did a
separate analysis to research the effect of gender and found no significant differences between
groups on any decision-making style. Filipe et al. (2020) discovered that women achieved higher
scores in hypervigilance, which is close to the results of Lizárraga et al. (2007).
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4 Gender and group decision making
Several studies have shown that women and men have different behavioural patterns in the process
of individual and group decision making (Nikolova and Lamberton, 2016; Hannagan and Larimer,
2009; Ibanez, Czermak, and Sutter, 2009). Researchers suggest individuals tend to decide for the
compromise option since this is the option that people can give the best reasons to support it
(Simonson, 1989). What if the decisions are made in groups instead of by individuals, like buying
consumer durables like air conditioners and cars, booking hotel rooms, restaurants, etc. Do
individuals behave the same way in a group decision making context as when they make a decision
alone? (Nikolova and Lamberton, 2016, page 1-2). Groups tend to behave as well more selfish and
rational in comparison with individuals (Bornstein and Yaniv, 1998). Many studies researched
gender differences only in group decision making context and created valuable findings that have
economic, political, and social implications (Hawkins and Power, 1999; Myaskovsky, Unikel, and
Dew, 2005; Wood, 1987; LePine, Hollenbeck, Ilgen, Colquitt, and Ellis, 2002; Van Vugt, Cremer,
and Janssen, 2007; Apesteguia, Azmat, and Iriberri, 2011; Kahle and Lewellyn, 2011).
Hawkins and Power (1999) decided to study gender differences by audiotaping group interaction
in small decision-making group-discussions. To ask a question means using one of the most
powerful tools in communication. Hawkins and Power (1999) did a descriptive analysis of
questions asked in small group decision making. More precisely, gender differences in the
questions asked were examined. 18 four- to seven-member decision-making groups with different
gender compositions (72,2% were gender-balanced) audiotaped 30 minutes of group interaction on
two separate occasions. Each group task was to make a semester term paper. Each student’s final
paper grade partially depended on the evaluations of fellow group members that were evaluating
the quantity and quality of participation of that individual in the group interaction (Hawkins and
Power, 1999, page 243-244). The generation of turns in the transcripts was analysed first. A turn
started when an individual gained sole possession of the group conversation and ended when
another person gained sole possession of the group conversation (Jaffe and Feldstein, 1970).
Results showed that out of a total of 16.652 turns, females accounted for 9.808 of those turns and
males for 6.844 of those turns. Out of 16.652 turns, there were 2.598 or 15,6% of questions asked.
Most of the questions asked were probes, whose main aim is to deepen the knowledge of the
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information about the topic for the group member asking (89,2%). The second most common type
of question was paraphrasing question. Both types promoted additional discussion about the same
topic. However, none introduced new topics to the group conversation. The third most frequent
type of question was opinion and information question (3,7%), fourth was information question
(2,8%) and the least frequently asked question type was confronting question (0,2%). Females
again asked more questions than men (60,5% versus 39,5% respectively). No significant gender
differences between female and male group members in the production of questions as a proportion
of total turns were found, meaning that female and male group members were equally likely to ask
a question. However, significant gender differences were found in the type of questions asked in
group discussions by female and male group members. Females were significantly more likely to
ask probing question in comparison with men. The main aim is to deepen the knowledge of the
information about the topic for the group member asking (Hawkins and Power, 1999, pages 246247). Lakoff (1975) argued that women ask more questions in comparison with men because they
feel insecure. For example, women make a statement in the form of a question in order to get
confirmation from others. This does not appear to be the explanation in this case, since women and
men ask questions equally likely in proportion to the turn each gender makes. However, women
ask significantly more probing questions than men. It is very likely that women do this in order to
encourage interaction involvement and connections in the small group setting to move the group
towards its goal (Hawkins and Power, 1999, page 250). This is in line with studies that suggest
women tend to work to maintain the conversation. Fisherman (1983) researched how male-female
couples communicate and figured out that the women in her sample asked two-and-one-half times
the number of questions asked by men. They did this to promote conversational involvement of
their male partners since one partner asked a question, and the other one was expected to answer.
Kemper (1984) argued similarly as Fishman (1983) that women might ask more question to
promote inclusiveness and their responsiveness. In line with Fishman (1983) and Kemper (1984),
Beck suggested that women ask more questions in comparison with men to promote conversational
involvement. It looks like that asking questions in interaction is a tool to promote inclusion and
connection in communication, which are obviously feminine values. Additionally, Wood (2012)
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argues that an important characteristic of women’s speaking style is conversation maintenance,
which aims to create a connection with others through talk.
Myaskovsky et al. (2005) conducted a study about the effect of the gender composition of small
work groups on the performance and interpersonal behaviour of group members. Participants were
divided in small groups of three and had two 1-h sessions that took place one week apart. In the
first session, groups received training on how to assemble a radio. In the second session, one week
later, groups were tested on their training. Results from the study showed no performance
differences between same-gender and mixed-gender groups. However, results showed in in-group
behaviour based on the gender diversity of the group. On the one hand, women proved to be less
task-oriented in mixed-gender in comparison with same-gender groups. On the other hand, men
proved to be more task-oriented in mixed-gender than in same-gender groups. Additionally, the
differential effects of solo status in groups were found for women and men. More specifically,
when women were in the majority in the group, they were more talkative than those that were solo.
In contrast, men were found to be more talkative when they were surrounded by women in the
group and were less talkative when they were in the majority in the group (Myaskovsky et at.,
2005, page 653).
4.1 Gender differences in compromise effect
One of the most interesting examples of different behavioural patterns of women and men in group
decision making in comparison with individual decision outcomes has been observed in the context
of compromise effect, which can be named as well as extremeness aversion. In general, researchers
agree that individual decision-makers tend to choose the compromise option since this is the option
that people can give the best reasons to support it, and this justifies their decision (Simonson, 1989).
However, many of the decisions are made in groups instead of by individuals. For example,
consumer durables like air conditioners and cars are more often chosen jointly. The same holds for
booking hotel rooms or restaurants, or vacation packages. Additionally, printers and electric grills
are equally likely to be bought by individuals and dyads of people. Therefore, it makes sense to
research the compromise effect in a group decision making context since it might not be the same
as when individuals decide (Nikolova and Lamberton, 2016, page 1-2).
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Hannagan and Larimer (2009) argued that women and men use different processing strategies.
Therefore, group outcomes will depend on the gender composition of that group. Hannagan and
Larimer (2009, page 52) researched the effect of gender composition on group decision making by
testing two hypotheses. The first one is concerned with individual-level preferences and suggests
that the gender composition of a specific group partially determines the group outcome preferred
by every individual in that specific group. In other words, it is expected that, for example, men in
mixed-gender groups will behave differently than men in groups with only males, even if all other
factors of the decision-making situation are controlled for. The second hypothesis is concerned
with group-level outcomes and specifically predicts that females and female-dominant groups will
promote the choice of median outcome among its individual members and that the female
processing strategies are more effective at locating and adapting the median preference. Therefore,
the group outcome will not depend on individual-level preferences between women and men but
will be additionally influenced because women and men use different strategies in the process of
decision making (Hannagan and Larimer, 2009, page 52). Hannagan and Larimer (2009) further
suggest that more democratic policy outcomes are likely the result of greater gender diversity in
decision-making groups (for example, legislatures), and that policymaking is itself gendered. In the
study, participants played a partial ultimatum game as a group. There were two players, namely
the allocator and the recipient. The allocator divided the money as wanted with the recipient. The
recipient could accept or reject the allocator’s proposal. In case the proposal was rejected, no player
received anything. Otherwise, both received as much as agreed in the proposal (Hannagan and
Larimer, 2009, page 57).
Nikolova and Lamberton (2016, page 2) suggest the key variable that determines the compromise
effect in group decision making is the gender composition of the dyad that makes the decision
together. The underlying reason for this is that men in dyads dichotomize when making a joint
decision. In other words, men try to distance themselves as much as possible from feminine gender
norms in order to protect their gender status that can be easily lost and was hard-won (Bosson and
Michniewicz, 2013, page 438). Therefore, compromise alternative is more often rejected in male
dyads than mixed-gender dyads or female dyads or among female and male individual decisionmakers. This means that the key factor that determines whether the compromise effect will happen
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in certain circumstances depends on the gender composition of the group. In case of individual
compromise effect decision making, no gender differences were found (Nikolova and Lamberton,
2016, page 2). Nikolova and Lamberton (2016, page 14) confirmed with their data that when two
men decide in a joint way, they tend to go for more extreme options than female or mixed-gender
dyads or individual decision-makers. In fact, the compromise effect observed in any dyad with a
woman was similar as the one from individual decision-makers. Since femininity does not lead to
dichotomization, extremity was not prioritized in female dyads. The same holds for female-male
dyads since the masculinity of the men in the dyad is obvious because of the presence of a woman.
In contrast, in male dyads, since other men and no women are present, men tend to dichotomize
and decide in a manner that distinguishes them maximally from feminine gender norms like
moderation. Male dyads, therefore, decide in line with masculine norms that promote extremity.
When men recommend a compromise option to a male partner in the decision-making process
(male-male dyads), they are evaluated more harshly by their male colleagues as in comparison
when they recommend a compromise option to a female partner in a mixed-gender dyad (Nikolova
and Lamberton, 2016, page 14). Interestingly, when researching the underlying mechanisms of
compromise option aversion in the case of male dyads, results showed that an opportunity of the
two male partners to show their masculine beliefs to each other in an unrelated decision prior to
the main compromise decision acts as a reliable mediator. It has been shown that when male dyads
had a chance to choose jointly one magazine out of a set of magazines that ranged from extremely
feminine (Cosmopolitan) to extremely masculine (Muscle and Fitness) before making the
compromise decision, they used this seemingly unimportant and unrelated decision to explicitly
show their male gender norms by choosing a masculine magazine. In this case, male dyads were
equally likely as female dyads to choose the compromise option since it appears that they satisfied
their desire to dichotomize prior to the compromise effect choice by selecting a masculine
magazine. This finding that men in the presence of other men feel pressured to dichotomize and
therefore tend to avoid compromise option to signal their masculinity by choosing extreme options
has important social implications since the compromise effect is often associated with
reasonableness, which is an important social goal. This finding additionally suggests that special
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attention should be put to understanding the way gender norms may reinforce or undermine
established biases (Nikolova and Lamberton, 2016, page 13-14).
Hannagan and Larimer (2009, pages 51-53) confirmed that, in connection to individual-level
preferences, group outcomes preferred by individuals are, to some extent, determined by the gender
composition of that specific group they are part of when making a decision. In other words, even
when all other aspects of the decision-making situation are controlled for, men in mixed-gender
groups tend to behave differently than men in all-male decision groups. Related to group-level
outcomes, the study confirms that they will vary based on gender composition, not only because
of the influence of differing individual-level preferences between women and men, but as well
because men and women use separate strategies in the decision-making process. This means in
practice that the median outcome will probably be promoted by women and female-dominant
groups to individuals. Additionally, the female process strategy works more effectively when
locating and adopting this median preference. All male groups needed, on average, 1.1s longer to make
their decision in comparison with mixed and only female groups. However, the difference across three groups
was not significant (Hannagan and Larimer, 2009, page 51-53).
In contrast to the behavioural economics literature (women are less stingy than men in public good
games, exchange scenarios, etc.) and stereotypes (women are »nicer«), findings of the Hannagan
and Larimer's (2009, page 60-63) study show that only male groups were more generous than either
mixed groups or only female groups. A possible explanation is that they hedged their bets by
offering a hyper-fair allocation since they were less trusting about reciprocity from the other group.
In case the group against which they were playing rejected their allocation, they were left with
nothing. Therefore, they might have been more generous in order to maximize their self-interest
(Hannagan and Larimer, 2009, page 60-61). Another possible explanation is that men focused their
strategy on the out-group competition and not losing the game by minimizing the change that the
other group rejects their offer, while female groups were worried as well with their in-group, and
not only with other teams they play against. Van Vugt et al. (2007) proved that, indeed, women
tend to be more concerned with socially proximate others (in-group) in comparison with men. This
is the male-warrior hypothesis that the behaviour and psychology of men is more strongly
intergroup driven in comparison with women. Men identify and cooperate more with their team
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when there is an intergroup threat present, while women's cooperation is largely unaffected by the
presence of intergroup threat (Van Vugt et al., 2007, page 22).
In an influential meta-analysis by Wood (1987) about the relationship between gender composition
of groups and group-level performance, results suggested that all-male groups have superior
performance over any other gender composition of groups. Additionally, no advantages were found
for mixed-gender groups. Wood (1987) suggested that such a result could be the consequence of
the fact that all the tasks used in the meta-analysis were traditionally masculine tasks. LePine et al.
(2002) decided to re-examine whether this idea of male superiority on traditionally masculine tasks
really holds. In contrast to Wood (1987), LePine et al. (2002) discovered that inaccuracy in decision
making is, in fact, an exponential function of the number of men in the group, even though the
masculine cognitive task was used just like in Wood (1987). On the one hand, for teams composed
of only women, those composed of a female majority, and gender-balanced groups, accuracy in
decision making proved to be high and invariant. On the other hand, groups composed of a male
majority showed poor performance, and groups with only men showed the worst performance of
all gender compositions. Mean bias in the study represents the amount of systematic distance
erroring the judgements made by participants that are less than or greater than the mean of the
criteria. As Figure 4.1 below shows, there was a clear presence of a nonlinear trend in the
relationship between the percentage of men in the group and mean when there was no mean bias
feedback condition., while there was no significant positive effect of the gender composition of the
Figure 4.1 Plot of team gender composition × mean bias feedback interaction on mean bias
Source: LePine et al. (2002, page 463)
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group on mean bias in the mean bias feedback condition. In other words, as the percentage of males
on a team increased, the tendency to make overaggressive decisions exponentially increased. When
teams received feedback on their past levels of aggressiveness, this bias of overaggressiveness in
groups with the male majority was neutralized (LePine et al., 2002, pages 461-463).
4.2 Gender differences in group decision making in business
Even though decisions in modern economies are most often made in teams or groups, most of the
research about gender differences in decision making in business is done at the individual level.
Industrial and academic research groups, business partners, and various board and committees are
only some of the examples of group decision making in the real world. Extrapolating these findings
of gender differences at the individual level to the group level is not always that simple. Therefore,
Apestegeua et al. (2012) decided to focus their research on the effect of the gender composition of
teams on their economic performance. Croson and Gneezy (2009) did a comprehensive literature
review about gender differences in economic experiments. It looks like women are more riskaverse than men, and their social preferences are as well more situationally specific in comparison
with men. However, it is not the case that women are less socially oriented, but they appear to have
pliable social preferences. Last but not least, women are more against the competition in
comparison with men (Croson and Gneezy, 2009, page 1). In my opinion, some of these results
should be seen from another perspective. For example, the finding that women are more averse to
competition could be partially the consequence of dichotomizing and women trying to distance
themselves from traditionally masculine values (Bosson and Michniewicz, 2013; Nikolova and
Lamberton, 2016). Additionally, it has been found that women are keen to maintain a conversation
and promote inclusiveness and interaction involvement (Kemper, 1984; Hawkins and Power, 1990)
and tend to be more concerned with socially proximate others (in-group) in comparison with men
(male-warrior hypothesis) (Van Vugt et al., 2007).
Apestegeua et al. (2012) studied a large business online game named the L'Oréal e-Strat that is
played in teams of three, and each group has the role of a general manager. Two separate
competitions were studied, one with undergraduates and one with MBA students. Results showed
that the worst-performing group consisted of three women at both undergraduate and MBA levels.
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The best performing team at the MBA level is composed of two men and one woman. All women
teams proved to be less aggressive in their pricing strategies, decided to invest less in R&D, and
invested more than any other gender configuration of groups in social sustainability initiatives
(Apesteguia et al., 2012, page 78-79). Dufwenberg and Muren (2006) as well conducted a study
about the influence of gender composition on group decisions in a business context. Using a
dictator game setting, results showed that groups with a female majority are more generous and
equalitarian. However, the most generous groups consisted of two men and one woman
(Dufwenberg and Muren, 2006).
Another interesting study about the effect of gender diversity in group decision-making outcomes
was conducted by Muller-Kahle and Lewellyn (2011), who researched whether the board
configuration was instrumental in determining whether a financial institution decided to specialize
in subprime lending. Subprime lending was among the factors that contributed to inflating the
housing bubble in the U. S. Muller-Kahle and Lewellyn (2011) hypothesized that financial
institutions with gender-diverse boards would be less likely to decide for subprime lending. The
study was conducted on the data of 74 US financial institutions over the period 1997-2005. Results
confirmed the hypothesis and showed that the gender diversity of the board negatively impacts the
decision of the financial institution to engage in subprime lending, meaning that the more females
there are on the board, the less likely it is that the firm will engage in subprime lending. This
indicates that more board gender diversity has possible positive effects on firm operations since
decision-makers in the firm get a more diverse range of opinions and ways of seeing things when
it comes to risky strategic decision evaluations (Muller-Kahle and Lewellyn, 2011).
Search strategies are known to help reduce market frictions and are frequently studied. Ibanez et
al. (2009) decided to research the effect of gender, group decision making, and mild time pressure
on search behaviour. Participants in the study played a search game of Sonnemans (1998), in which
they were seeling a fictitious good to a computer, and the computer submitted bids. Optimally, the
subjects would finish searching and accept the bid when the expected gain from searching is lower
than the bid offered currently and therefore, there is no recall (when the last bid is not the highest
standing bid) (Ibanez et al., 2009). Women proved to search significantly longer time than men.
This was even more obvious when women were in a group together with another woman.
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Additionally, they usually search too long and have about 5-10% lower relative frequency of hitting
the optimal stopping point. Further, women recall significantly more times than men. However,
women and men are approximately equal in terms of efficiency when comparing their earnings
with those of optimal search strategies, even though they search longer and use more often recalls.
The presence or absence of a man appears to be a key variable that determines the group's search
strategy. No significant differences in search behaviour were found between a group of one man
or two men. However, the important difference was observed between groups with only women or
women paired with a man. Groups of two women were found to search significantly longer than
groups of two men. Interestingly, the search strategy of mixed-gender groups is not different from
that of all-male groups. It appears that women adapt to male preferences or hand over the power of
decision making to man (Ibanez et al., 2009, page 11).
4.3 Gender differences in group decision making in politics
It would be reasonable to assume that more women in elected office result in greater power and
influence in policymaking for them. However, what about the social dynamics that subordinate
women’s actions and voice even in “well-balanced” female and male group interactions. Acker
(1990) suggested that women and men come up against different role pressures and opportunities
because organizations are gendered. Therefore, Kathlene (1994) examined the speaking behaviour
of committee members, witnesses, chairs, and sponsors in state legislative committee hearings.
Results showed that female and male legislators negotiate and debate issues differently. More
importantly, it is possible that women legislators are severely disadvantaged and cannot take part
in committee hearings equally as men. Results support (Yoder, 1991) idea of intrusiveness. As the
proportion of women in a legislative body increases, men start to speak more aggressively and
become more controlling of the hearing. However, women become more silent. More women as
legislators might lead to more democratic policy-making, but men's verbal aggressiveness must be
neutralized somehow (Kathlene, 1994, page 561, 573-574).
In a study similar as that of Kathlene (1994), Kennedy (2003) researched the impact of female
representation on the distinctive output of committee decision making, which is a result of women’s
distinctive motivations and norms represented during the allocative process of decision making. In
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this study, subjects had to negotiate an outcome together with other team members and, based on
the majority rule, make a group decision. Afterwards, subjects had to fill out a short survey
instrument. Women proved to be more often motivated by altruistic concerns and preferred
universalistic solutions. Women in groups with a male majority described themselves as more
cooperative in the process of decision making in comparison with other group members, which is
in line with the findings of Thomas (1994) that as well reported that women legislators tend to use
cooperative rather than competitive legislative strategies. Kennedy (2003) observed that men are
more likely to report being driven by self-interest than women and prefer a solution that is
competitive. Results showed that the growing participation of women in decision-making bodies
has a significant impact on both the process and the output of the decision-making process of
committees, which supports findings of gender differences in decision-making in previous studies
(Yoder, 1991; Kathlene, 1994).
Rosenthal (2008) examined the conflict resolution styles of state legislative committee chairs,
however this time, in contrast to Kathlene (1994), that did a study in only one state in the U.S., in
more than a single state. The main aim of the study was to focus on research on the gendered nature
of legislative institutions. As already discussed earlier, social dynamics in organizations differ
between women and men, and organizations are gendered in a way that women and men face
different opportunities are role pressures (Acker, 1990; Yoder, 1991; Kathlene, 1994). Rosenthal
(2008) examined a comprehensive number of women and men engaged in similar leadership duties
but under different institutional situations. Conflicts have, in general, two key dimensions:
distributive and integrative. On the one hand, the distributive dimension represents the total sum
of satisfaction achieved by both parties in a conflict. On the other hand, the distributive dimension
represents the proportion of satisfaction going to each party (Thomas, 1975). The study's main
implication is that the dominant view of legislative leadership as transactional and bargaining
behaviour needs to be extended since integrative behaviour has been largely ignored and
subordinated since legislature studies have been for long time studies of men. Most importantly,
considerable differences in conflict resolution styles between women and men indicate that
culturally male, competitive, and conflictual styles have been conflated with institutional norms
(Rosenthal, 2008, pages 39-40).
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5 On the importance of gender equality in decision making
The problem with privileges is that they are invisible to those who have them. A white woman
might see herself only as a woman. However, a black woman might see herself as a black woman
because she sees her race as well. Therefore, obvious reasons why everyone should have equal
opportunities and not be deprivileged because of things that were given and not chosen by an
individual, for example, because this is simply fair, and I am not referring here only to gender
equality, might not always be well accepted by the privileged (Kimmel, 2015). Women in decisionmaking positions remain underrepresented. The Global Gender Gap Report 2020 suggests that only
57,8% of the gender gap in economic participation and opportunity has been closed in 2020 around
the world. Additionally, in 2020, only 24,7% of the gender gap in global empowerment has been
closed globally. Current trends suggest that the global gender gap will close in approximately 99,5
years. However, a slight step back in closing the gender gap in economic participation and
opportunity suggests that the time until the gap is closed, will have to be extended. Based on the
period 2006-2020, this gap will be finally closed in 257 years (World Economic Forum, 2019,
pages 5-6).
5.1 Tokenism
A very important process associated with the underrepresentation of women in a male-dominated
environment is tokenism. Token comes from the Old English word taken, which means “to show”.
Therefore, tokenism is a practice when an organisation symbolically involves a person with specific
and salient characteristics (based on gender, race, disability, etc.) into its operation to show the
inclusion of the person or group that is seen as expected. Tokenism is associated with several
negative consequences. However, the role of one as a token does not necessarily indicate injustice
in the work environment. Kanter (1993) described in one of her most influential books Men and
Women of the Corporation, how women managers in a corporation as the members of the
underrepresented subgroup (less than 15% of the total environment they are part of) face tokenism
and suffer consequences of it. The fundamental differences between the token and dominant group
members cause that tokens become extremely visible (Yoder, 1985). Kanter (1993) described how
the women in the organization studied were that highly visible that basically, they had no autonomy
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and privacy. They could not do anything without attracting public attention, making them the
subject of gossips and questioning. Tokens are often expected not only to speak for themselves but
for the whole sub-group they belong to. Organizations use them and show them to the public to
signal that their organizations do not discriminate against any disadvantaged sub-group, so their
personal dignity is often violated as well. Ironically, the visibility of the token leads to performance
pressure and may consequently cause that the dominant group begins to feel endangered since it
looks like the token possesses a “competitive edge”. Therefore, tokens often experience a lot of
pressure from various factors (Yoder, 1985). Due to the uncertainty and not enough knowledge of
how to deal with the tokens, the dominant group members tend to exaggerate the differences
between them and the tokens, which eventually leads to isolation of tokens from the others. Kanter
(1993) described an example when men with influence often excluded women from informal social
networks in an organization. Yoder (1985) described her experience in a military academy when
she felt like she was not a good team member because she was different. Therefore, she started to
attend only mandatory things and began to withdraw from the environment, increasing her
isolation. Another consequence of tokenism is that token women in organizations become
presented according to stereotyped sex roles because of the process of assimilation. Token women
in organizations become considered as “mothers”, “iron maidens”, “seductress”, etc. (Kanter, 1993;
Yoder, 1985). Yoder (1985) described her experience when she had been assigned two
stereotypically female roles, being either a “wife” or “feminist/libber”.
Because of tokenism, the token's self-esteem tends to decline. Women token start to blame
themselves for the failures and feel guilty that they did not do enough to secure the opportunities
for other women. Due to the constant pressure and feeling of being guilty, tokens start to feel the
negative effects on health, such as insomnia, become more susceptible to infections, etc.
Withdrawal and attrition, however, only deepen the problem for the token, since confirming the
failure could be a signal to others that women are not appropriate for this position in the
organization. Other consequences on the token are as well high levels of stress and frustration, poor
social relationships, etc. If the situation persists for a long time, chronic stress can eventually lead
to mental health problems, cardiovascular diseases, eating disorders, menstrual problems, etc.
(Yoder, 1985; Pietrangelo, 2020). Tokenism may result in women leaving the organization, which
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means extra costs associated with hiring and training new workers. However, they might not bring
the same things to the organization since gender diversity has several other positive effects
(Myaskovsky et al., 2005, page 655; Ibanez et al., 2008). Additionally, LePine et al. (2002)
discovered that as the percentage of males on a team increased, the tendency for making
overaggressive decisions increased exponentially.
5.2 The Efficiency Gains
Sub-section 5.1 discussed the negative consequence of tokenism that can occur because of gender
inequality. What about the positive consequences of gender equality? Profeta (2017) argues that
gender diversity and equality have positive effects on the organizations and the overall economy
and society. Removing the invisible barriers that prevent women from reaching higher-level
positions (the glass ceiling) is important not only because it is fair but as well because more gender
diversity and equality can have significant beneficial effects on the organizations and the overall
economy and society. In the following sections, positive effects and efficiency gains from
promoting gender equality will be discussed. First, benefits from promoting gender equality and
diversity for business will be discussed. Second, efficiency gains and favourable effects of gender
equality and diversity on the overall economy and society will be presented.
5.2.1 Positive effects of gender equality in decision making on business
Women are underrepresented in decision-making positions in the business. Only a few women
make it to the highest positions even in countries with high female labour market participation rate.
However, the benefits of gender diversity and equality are much larger for decision making
positions. Nolan, Moran, and Kotschwar (2016) analysed 21.980 firms from 91 countries and found
out that in 2014, almost 60% had no women among board members, more than half had no women
among C-suite executives, and less than 5% out of 21.980 firms analysed had a female CEO.
However, this had an important implication for the firm profitability. The profitable firms in the
sample had an average net margin of 6,4%. The move from firms with no female members in the
corporate leadership (the CEO, the board, and other C-suite positions) to firms with a 30% female
share proved to be associated with a one-percentage-point increase in net margin, which means a
15% increase in a typical firm’s profitability (Nolan et al., 2016). Rose (2007) study used listed
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Danish companies in a cross-sectional analysis, and discovered that having both women and men
actively participating in decision-making has a positive effect on innovativeness and creativity,
broadens the perspective, reduces conflicts, and diversifies the pool of talents and competences,
leading to possible better representation of firm’s different shareholders. Female leadership styles
pay more attention to people’s needs, are more likely to solve and prevent conflicts (women deal
better with difficult personal relationships as well), are more likely to reach an agreement, and give
feedback and monitor more intensively. Additionally, gender-balanced leadership results in a better
corporate image (Rose, 2007; Van der Walt, Ingley, Shergill and Townsend, 2006).
One of the main concerns associated with promoting gender equality in decision making is that
there might not be enough women that are accordingly qualified for such positions. Therefore,
forcing more women in decision making positions with gender quotas could eventually lead to
lower performance and outcomes since less qualified women will replace qualified men. However,
the presence of both women and men in decision-making positions could really improve the quality
of decision making. Women are usually well educated in developed countries. The reason why they
are underrepresented may, therefore, not be because they lack qualifications but the existence of
statistical discrimination, which means that individuals are judged based on the average
characteristic of a group they belong to instead of their individual ones. Such discrimination is
unfair and leads to efficiency losses (waste of talent) and inefficient allocation of resources since
fewer resources are invested in the discriminated groups because of false incentives. Therefore,
policies for promoting gender equality like gender quotas that force more members of the
discriminated group in the workplace neutralize the inefficiency losses associated with
discrimination, creating efficiency gains. Opening the competition as well for women would as
well increase the pool of candidates, and tougher competition may lead to the selection of better
candidates. Since women are typically highly qualified, that could lead to an increase of standards
of quality for the whole group (Profeta, 2017).
On the one hand, existing research suggests that gender quotas have a negative effect on the stock
market. Firm value decreases, and profits reduce. The idea that women’s decisions are more riskaverse (women tend to be more risk-averse than men), which could have a positive effect on a
firm’s performance, is often criticized too (Ahern and Dittmar, 2012; Matsa and Miller, 2013;
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Adams and Ragunathan, 2015). On the other hand, Ferrari et al. (2016) in their study showed the
opposite. Results showed gender quotas are not associated with weaker firm performance over a
short-term observation period. Positive effects of balanced leadership are identified when
considering short-term outcomes (like stock market returns). Stock prices have lower variability
because of gender quotas since investors identify them as less risky (consistent with finding that
women are more risk-averse than men) (Croson and Gneezy, 2009; Ferrari et al., 2016).
5.2.2 Positive effects of gender equality in decision making on the economy and society
Gender equality and development are interconnected in developing countries. More gender equality
contributes to economic growth by creating conditions to boost economic development, and vice
versa, more economic development results in more gender equality. Therefore, the economic
participation of women is a way to stability and growth of a country (Duflo, 2017). This comes as
no surprise since women represent more than half of the total population in the world. Additionally,
it is unlikely that the absence of women from decision-making positions has a positive effect on
the organization's strategy of recruiting and exploiting as much talent as possible to boost business
and performance (International Monetary Fund, 2014; Profeta, 2017). Namely, women are usually
more educated than men in developed economies and have the talent and human capital
complementary to men, making them the crucial positive value that is not fully used. Increased
women participation in the labour market leads to a significant increase in GDP (Elborgh-Woytek
et al., 2013). Increased women's participation might have a favourable effect on household wellbeing and fertility (Del Boca, Pasqua, and Pronzato, 2009). Miller (2008) suggests that women
consider child welfare more important than men. Miller (2008) further proved how American
women's suffrage rights had a beneficial effect on child welfare since children benefited from
scientific developments in the bacteriological revolution. Sudden and substantial increases in local
public health spending were noticed after the introduction of suffrage laws. Consequently, child
mortality dropped by 8-15%, or approximately 20.000 child deaths in the U. S. per year, since
increased health budgets enabled countrywide door-to-door hygiene campaigns against infectious
childhood killers that were a consequence of poor hygienic conditions (Miller, 2008).
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Baltrunaite, Casarico, Profeta, and Savio (2016) proved that introduction of gender quotas on
candidate lists in municipal elections in Italy in years 1993-1995 (neither women nor men could
represent more than 2/3 of all candidates on the candidate list) resulted in more educated candidates
being elected and had a robust impact on women’s political presentation. More precisely, results
showed that quotas led to the election of more women, and simultaneously less-educated men were
less likely to be elected. Therefore, the introduction of gender quotas can result in the reduction of
representation of other groups, in this case, the group of less-educated men (Baltrunaite et al.,
2016). Besley, Folke, Persson, and Rickne (2017) did a similar study about the effect of the
introduction of gender quotas on competences in local parties in Sweden. In contrast to the ideals
of meritocracy, results showed that this quota introduction did not only improve the competences
of male politicians but raised the most female representation. Besley et al. (2017) suggest that the
key driver for this effect was the resignation of mediocre male leaders.
Last but not least, gender equality in decision making is associated with beneficial effects on the
agenda of the firms, institutions, movements, and the overall economy and society eventually.
Women are more concerned with social issues, health, education, and welfare than men.
Additionally, education expenditures have a positive effect on growth (Apesteguia et al., 2012;
Chattopadhyay and Duflo, 2004; Clots-Figueras, 2011; Brollo and Troiano, 2016). Similar studies
from developed countries leave matters open. On the one hand, Funk and Gathmann (2015) suggest
that female-policy makers in Switzerland have a significant effect on the structure of public
spending, but not on the overall size of public expenditures. Female voters proved to care more
about public health, social welfare, and the environment, and are doubtful about the military and
nuclear energy (Funk and Gathmann, 2015, pages 162-163). On the other hand, Ferreira and
Gyourko (2014) conducted a study on gender differences in political leadership. Results showed
no effect of gender of the mayor on the policy outcomes associated with the size of local
government, the structure of municipal employment and spending, or crime rates (Ferreira and
Gyourko, 2014). Further research is needed due to the complexity of the topic.
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6 Empirical part
The empirical part addresses the first research question about the effect of gender on individual
decision making. The main aim of the empirical part is to research another aspect of gender and
individual decision making. More precisely, to examine which gender has higher self-esteem and
which gender relies more on each of the four decision coping patterns (vigilance, buck-passing,
procrastination, hypervigilance) based on Janis and Mann (1977) decisional conflict theory, which
is built on the idea that stress coming from the process of decision making is a key determinant of
the quality of the decision. Therefore, the results could also tell us something about gender
differences in coping with stress accompanying decision making.
6.1 Instruments
The MDMQ was used to measure the decision-coping patterns of participants. The questionnaire
consists of a short introduction and instructions. Questions added to the original MDMQ were
about each participant’s gender, occupational status and age. Questions on occupational status and
age were included in the questionnaire but not used in the empirical analysis.
MDMQ is itself an improved version of the Flinders Decision Making Questionnaire (Mann, 1982),
which is based on Janis and Mann’s (1977) conflict theory of decision making. The MDMQ
consists of MDMQ I and MDMQ II. The MDMQ I was used to measure the self-esteem of the
decision-maker and consists of 6 items. The self-esteem scale ranges from 0 to 12 points. The
theory behind the MDMQ I is described in subchapter 2.4.1, and the MDMQ I can be seen in Table
2.2.
MDMQ II consists of 4 scales (22 items), which measure four decision-coping patterns: Vigilance
(6 items), Hypervigilance (5 items), Buck-passing (6 items), and Procrastination (5 items). All four
scales are reported separately. Subjects can score from 0 to 12 points on Vigilance, 0 to 10 points
on Hypervigilance, 0 to 12 points on Buck-passing, and 0 to 10 points on Procrastination decision
coping pattern. The theoretical foundations and development of the MDMQ II are presented in
subchapter 2.4.2, and the MDMQ II can be seen in Table 2.3.
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6.2 Sample
MDMQ was distributed online, and subjects were separated based on their gender to analyse which
gender had higher self-esteem and which gender relies more on which of the four decision coping
patterns (vigilance, buck-passing, procrastination, hypervigilance).

The central part of the

questionnaire was the MDMQ from Mann et al. (1997). MDMQ I+II was copied in Google Forms.
The empirical part was made in a parsimonious version due to the situation with Coronavirus.
Data were collected online using Google Forms. A non-probability sampling method was used to
“select” participants in the survey. More precisely, a mixture of convenience and voluntary
response sampling was used due to the restrictions accompanying the Coronavirus crisis
(McCombes, 2019; Laerd dissertation, n.d.). The questionnaire was created in Google Forms, and
the link to the questionnaire was posted online on Facebook pages and sent to my friends through
Facebook chat. The main motivation behind was to get as much as possible responses in the current
situation from a group of people of similar age, which were in our case students and ex-students
who finished studying and are searching for a job or are already employed. Most of the student
associations with Facebook pages at the Faculty of Social Sciences in Ljubljana were contacted
through Facebook chat with the request to publish the link to the survey on their official webpage.
The ones that responded and allowed to post the survey on their Facebook page were the
Association of Students of Human Resources and Social Management DŠKM, Association of
Students of Journalism FEJS, Association of Students of Cultural Studies Kult.co, Sociology
Students Association SocioKlub and Society of European Students. The survey was as well posted
in the Facebook group of students of 2019/20 Master of Sociology - Management of Organizations,
Human Resources and Knowledge at the Faculty of Social Sciences in Ljubljana, and Facebook
group AIESEC for Slovenia Alumni. Data were collected from 07. 07. 2020 to 21. 07. 2020.
6.2.1 Characteristics
A total of 133 individuals completed the survey, and 8 participants were subsequently singled out
from the sample because they were considered outliers based on their age (Miniwebtool, 2020).
The sample studied consisted of 125 people (69-female, 56-male), from 20-30 years old, with an
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average age of 24,77 ± 2,35 (standard deviation). Out of 125 participants in total, 57 were students,
17 job seekers, and 51 employees.
Making sample homogenous in terms of age is important since findings from previous studies show
age has an important effect on decision-making (Löckenhoff, 2011; Delaney et al., 2015; Mann,
Harmoni, and Power, 1989; Blanchard-Fields, Stein, and Watson, 2004; Bouckenooghe et al.,
2007; Kornilova, Chumakova, and Krasavtseva, 2018). Therefore, it makes sense to try to make
the sample homogenous in terms of age to neutralize the possible effect of participants' age on
decision-making (Glen, 2020). However, since decision-making is one of the most complex human
mechanisms, it is very likely that several other factors that have an effect on the decision making
were not neutralized (Soane and Nicholson, 2016).
6.2.2 Limitations
The non-probability sampling method has the disadvantage of a higher likelihood of sampling bias,
so the findings presented should not be considered as a valid statistical inference about the entire
population. It is, in general, the case that the larger the sample, the more accurately we can make
inferences about the whole population. Our sample had a size of 125, which is not enough to make
statistically valid inferences about the entire population. Convenience sampling method cannot
produce generalizable results since the individuals are chosen because they are the most accessible
to the researcher. Therefore, the sample is unlikely to be representative of the whole population. In
our case, only students who are somehow connected with the Faculty of Social Sciences in
Ljubljana or AIESEC in Slovenia, or people who are my friends on Facebook could participate.
Therefore, the sample is not representative of the whole population. Voluntary response sampling
is again based on the ease of access. Therefore, we cannot make any statistical inference about the
entire population since some people are more likely to volunteer than others. In our case, it is
possible that people who were more interested in gender studies or decision-making decided to
participate in the survey. Therefore, we cannot be sure that their answers are representative of the
whole population. It is as well possible that those that took part in the survey did that because of
kindness. The ones that decided not to participate could be as well too busy with studying or work,
which could again lead to undercoverage of some members of the population. Additionally,
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administering survey online through Facebook may miss groups without internet access, and those
who do not use Facebook (Bhandari, 2020; Laerd dissertation, n.d.; McCombes, 2019).
6.3 Results
One thing should be noted before looking at the results. When researching the differences between
female and male decision-making styles, we are not talking about absolutes but tendencies (Benko
and Pelster, 2013). Table 6.1 below shows the mean scores of females, males, and the total sample
on MDMQ. Women, on average, exhibited lower self-esteem (8,32) in comparison with men
(9,41). This is consistent with findings from King et al. (1999) and Bleidorn et al. (2015), who both
discovered that men tend to have higher self-esteem than women.
Table 6.1 Mean scores and standard deviation of females, males, and total sample on MDMQ

Female

Male

Overall

Scale (items)

n = 69

n = 56

N = 125

Self-esteem
(6 items)

8,32
(2,28)

9,46
(1,87)

8,83
(2,18)

Vigilance
(6 items)
Hypervigilance
(5 items)
Buck-passing
(6 items)
Procrastination
(5 items)

10,07
(2,21)
4,51
(2,36)
4,61
(2,66)
3,71
(2,25)

9,48
(2,14)
3,41
(2,51)
3,48
(2,80)
3,21
(2,45)

9,81
(2,19)
4,02
(2,48)
4,10
(2,77)
3,49
(2,34)

Women exhibited a higher mean score regarding the decision-making styles than men on all four
decision coping patterns. Results show that women tend to rely more on vigilance as a decision
coping pattern than men. Vigilance is known as the only pattern that enables rational and sound
decision making. It appears that women as decision-makers more often than men clarify objectives
that need to be achieved by a decision, propose a list of possible alternatives, thoroughly search for
relevant information in the environment and rationally assimilate this information, and
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painstakingly evaluate all the alternative options before making the final decision. It appears that
women are more aware than men about the risks that preferred alternatives are associated with,
have more hope to find a more favourable solution, and believe more strongly that there is enough
time available to carefully and calmly search before the decision has to be made (Mann et al., 1997,
page 2). This is in line with findings from Laroche et al. (2000) that indirectly imply that women
should rely more on vigilant than non-vigilant decision-coping patterns as men. It appears that even
though women place less value on themselves in comparison with men (lower self-esteem), this
does not negatively influence their decision-making skills. In contrast, it appears that lower selfesteem positively influences the way women approach decisions. In comparison, men's higher selfesteem can cause them to approach decisions in a less rational and sound way. Since self-esteem
is more a perception than a reality, it does not tell much about an individual's true intelligence and
abilities. It appears that higher self-esteem does not improve decision making (Baumeister,
Campbell, Kathleen, and Vohs, 2003). Women appear to rely more on hypervigilance and buckpassing than men, which is consistent with Yan et al. (2018) findings. Women proved to rely more
on procrastination than men, in contrast to Bouckenooghe et al. (2007) findings that women tend
to rely less on procrastination. Results are inconclusive due to non-probability sampling. Further
research is needed to determine the effect of gender on decision coping patterns.
6.3.1 Statistical analysis
We would like to do additional statistical analysis with collected data and compare the samples.
Since almost all most popular parametric tests rely on the assumption of a certain kind of
distribution of data (usually normal distribution), we will first analyse the distribution of data in
our samples. Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 below show the distribution of data on self-esteem in female
(n=69) and male (n=56) sample, respectively.
As we can see, both female and male samples do not follow a normal distribution of data. Due to
that, we will have to use non-parametric tests that do not rely on any distribution and are applied
in cases when parametric conditions of validity are violated. The advantage of nonparametric tests
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Figure 6.1 Distribution of data on self-esteem

Figure 6.2 Distribution of data on self-esteem

in female sample (n=69)

in male sample (n=56)

is that they are more robust. However, nonparametric tests have less statistical power than
parametric tests (XLSTAT, 2020b; Zaiontz, 2020).
The most common non-parametric test used to compare the differences between two independent
groups (female and male sample) when the dependent variable (self-esteem score) is ordinal or
continuous is the Mann-Whitney U test. First, we want to look at whether self-esteem, measured
on an ordinal scale, differs based on gender. Gender, which has two categories (female and male),
is an independent variable, and score on self-esteem on MDMQ I is a dependent variable
(Formplus, n.d.; Laerd statistics, n.d.b). Mann-Whitney U test can be used when two variables are
not normally distributed, but in order to know how to interpret the results, we need to determine
before whether two distributions have the same shape because the Mann-Whitney U test can be
used to test the differences in the distributions of two group or the differences in the medians of
two groups. Because we want to test whether the medians are different, both samples should have
the same distribution (Laerd statistics, n.d.a). There are more ways to determine whether two
samples have the same distributions. Basic visual inspection of Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 suggests
that both distributions are skewed to the right. One of the most widely used tests to determine
whether two distributions are the same is the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (Sridharan, 2015). We will
use it as well. We run the Two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (two-tailed) test at a 5% significance
level in Excel (XLSTAT). The null hypothesis is that the two samples follow the same distribution.
The alternative hypothesis is that the distributions of the two samples are different. Table 6.2
represents the summary statistics.
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Table 6.2 Summary statistics of female and male self-esteem sample

Variable
Female
Male

Obs. with
missing data
69
0
56
0

Observations

Obs. without
missing data
69
56

Minimum
2,000
4,000

Maximum
12,000
12,000

Mean

Std. deviation

8,319
9,464

2,285
1,868

The results obtained are presented in Table 6.3. The greater the D figure, the lower the p-value, the
more significant the difference between the two distributions. Since the computed p-value is lower
than the significance level alpha (0,05), we reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative
hypothesis, meaning that the two samples' distributions are different (XLSTAT, 2020a).
Table 6.3 Two-sample (female and male self-esteem) Kolmogorov-Smirnov (two-tailed) test result output

D
0,253
p-value (Two-tailed)
0,039
alpha
0,05
An approximation has been used to compute the p-value.

Therefore, it would not make sense to run the Mann-Whitney U test to determine whether the two
groups' medians are different. However, we can use the Mann-Whitney U test in this case with
different distributions of the two samples to determine whether the mean ranks of the two groups
are different. In other words, we will use the Mann-Whitney U test to determine whether selfesteem scores are higher or lower in male versus female samples based on the use of mean ranks
(instead of medians) to report sample differences (Laerd statistics, n.d.a; McDonald, 2014). The
fundamental things to know about the mean ranks is that the group with the lowest mean rank is
the one with the largest number of lower scores within it, and the group with the highest mean rank
is the one with the largest number of high scores in it (Field, 2000). We run the Mann-Whitney U
test at a 5% significance level. The null hypothesis is that the mean ranks of the two groups are not
different. The alternative hypothesis is that the mean ranks of the two groups are different (Laerd
statistics, n.d.a; McDonald, 2014). Table 6.4 below shows the results. We can see that the computed
p-value is lower than the significance level alpha (0,05). Therefore, we reject the null hypothesis
and accept the alternative hypothesis, meaning that the mean ranks of the two groups are different,
indicating that there are gender differences in the level of self-esteem measured by MDMQ I.
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Table 6.4 Mann-Whitney U (two-tailed) test of female and male sample scores on self-esteem comparison

U
1357,500
U (standardized)
-2,887
Expected value
1932,000
Variance (U)
39533,706
p-value (Two-tailed)
0,004
alpha
0,05
The exact p-value could not be computed.
An approximation has been used to compute the p-value.

The result should be interpreted carefully since interpreting differences between groups becomes
difficult when variances are not equal. Several statistical tests can be used to test for homogeneity
of variances among two samples. However, the problem is that several of these tests proved to be
too sensitive to non-normal distribution of data and are therefore not often used. Levene’s test
proved to be less sensitive than the Barlett test to departures from normality. Unfortunately,
Levene’s test has a requirement that the test variable is not ordinal or nominal, which is not fulfilled
in our case. Therefore, it is suggested that the difference between females and males in self-esteem
mean rank scores, as determined by the Mann-Whitney U test, should be interpreted with the
possible limitation of unequal variance among the two groups in mind (Laerd, n.d.a; SPSS
Tutorials, 2020; Statistics Solutions, 2020, McDonald, 2014).
We follow the same procedure to test for gender differences in the four decision coping patterns.
The two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (two-tailed) test throughout the whole subchapter 6.3.1 is
run at a 5% significance level. As we can see from Figure 6.3 and Figure 6.4, the data on vigilance
in both female and male samples are not normally distributed.
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Figure 6.4 Distribution of data on vigilance in
male sample (n=56)

Figure 6.3 Distribution of data on vigilance
in female sample (n=69)

We run the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (two-tailed) test at a 5% significance level. The null
hypothesis is that the two samples follow the same distribution. The alternative hypothesis is that
the distributions of the two samples are different. Figure 6.5 represents the results. Since the
computed p-value is greater than the significance level alpha (0,05), we cannot reject the null
hypothesis, meaning that the two samples follow the same distribution.
Table 6.5 Two-sample (female and male vigilance) Kolmogorov-Smirnov (two-tailed) test result output

D
0,208
p-value (Two-tailed)
0,138
alpha
0,05
An approximation has been used to compute the p-value.

Since we have the same distributions as confirmed by the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (twotailed) test, we can run the Mann-Whitney U test to determine whether the medians of the two
groups are different. We run the Mann-Whitney U test at a 5% significance level. The null
hypothesis is that the medians of the two groups are not different. The alternative hypothesis is that
the medians of the two groups are different. Results in Table 6.6 show that the p-value (0,054) is
greater than the significance level alpha (0,05). Therefore, we cannot reject the null hypothesis,
meaning that the two groups' medians are not different. It is suggested that there are no gender
differences in the tendency to use vigilance as a decision coping pattern. When interpreting the
results, we should always consider the possible limitations described earlier in this section.
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Table 6.6 Mann-Whitney U (two-tailed) test of female and male sample scores on vigilance comparison

U
2313,500
U (standardized)
1,926
Expected value
1932,000
Variance (U)
39137,459
p-value (Two-tailed)
0,054
alpha
0,05
The exact p-value could not be computed.
An approximation has been used to compute the p-value.

Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 shows us graphically the distribution of data for female and male samples
on hypervigilance, respectively. While Figure 6.5 shows the approximately normal distribution,
Figure 6.6 shows a distribution that appears to be left-skewed.
Figure 6.5 Distribution of data on hypervigilance in
female sample (n=69)

Figure 6.6 Distribution of data on hypervigilance in
male sample (n=56)

The visual inspection suggests that we do not have two samples that follow the same distribution.
Our thoughts are confirmed by the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (two-tailed) test, since we
see in Table 6.7 below that the p-value is lower than the significance level alpha (0,05), meaning
that we can reject the null hypothesis and accept the alternative hypothesis, which confirms that
the two samples do not follow the same distribution.
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Table 6.7 Two-sample (female and male hypervigilance) Kolmogorov-Smirnov (two-tailed) test result output

D
0,250
p-value (Two-tailed)
0,042
alpha
0,05
An approximation has been used to compute the p-value.
Therefore, we will use the Mann-Whitney U test to determine whether hypervigilance scores are
higher or lower in male versus female samples based on mean ranks (instead of medians) to report
sample differences. Table 6.8 below shows the results. We can see that the computed p-value is
lower than the significance level alpha (0,05). We reject the null hypothesis and accept the
alternative hypothesis, meaning that the mean ranks of the two groups are different.
Table 6.8 Mann-Whitney U (two-tailed) test of female and male sample scores on hypervigilance comparison

U
2454,500
U (standardized)
2,613
Expected value
1932,000
Variance (U)
39908,638
p-value (Two-tailed)
0,009
alpha
0,05
The exact p-value could not be computed.
An approximation has been used to compute the p-value.

Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 graphically represent the distribution of scores for female and male
samples on buck-passing, respectively. Figure 6.7 shows distribution slightly skewed to the left,
and Figure 6.8 shows distribution that appears to be left-skewed.
Figure 6.7 Distribution of data on buck-passing in
female sample (n=69)

Figure 6.8 Distribution of data on buck-passing in
male sample (n=56)
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We run the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (two-tailed) test at a 5% significance level. The null
hypothesis is that the two samples follow the same distribution. The alternative hypothesis is that
the distributions of the two samples are different. Table 6.9 below shows the results. The p-value
is greater than the significance level alpha (0,05). We cannot reject the null hypothesis, which
means that the two samples follow the same distribution.
Table 6.9 Two-sample (female and male buck-passing) Kolmogorov-Smirnov (two-tailed) test result output

D
0,218
p-value (Two-tailed)
0,106
alpha
0,05
An approximation has been used to compute the p-value.
We run the Mann-Whitney U test for differences in medians. Table 6.10 shows that the null
hypothesis is rejected, and therefore the medians of the two groups are different. Results show that
there are gender differences in the tendency to rely on buck-passing as a decision-coping pattern.
Table 6.10 Mann-Whitney U (two-tailed) test of female and male sample scores on buck-passing comparison

U
2419
U (standardized)
2,433
Expected value
1932,000
Variance (U)
39969,590
p-value (Two-tailed)
0,015
alpha
0,05
The exact p-value could not be computed.
An approximation has been used to compute the p-value.
Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 show the distribution of scores for female and male samples on buckpassing, respectively. Figure 6.9 and Figure 6.10 both show distribution that appears to be leftskewed.
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Figure 6.9 Distribution of data on procrastination in
female sample (n=69)

Figure 6.10 Distribution of data on procrastination in
male sample (n=56)

We run the two-sample Kolmogorov-Smirnov (two-tailed) test at a 5% significance level. The null
hypothesis is that the two samples follow the same distribution. The alternative hypothesis is that
the distributions of the two samples are different. Table 6.11 below shows the results. The p-value
(0,46) is greater than the significance level alpha (0,05). We cannot reject the null hypothesis,
which means that the two samples follow the same distribution.
Table 6.11 Two-sample (female and male procrastination) Kolmogorov-Smirnov (two-tailed) test result output

D
0,153
p-value (Two-tailed)
0,463
alpha
0,05
An approximation has been used to compute the p-value.
We run the Mann-Whitney U. The null hypothesis is that the two groups' medians are not different.
The alternative hypothesis is that the medians of the two groups are different. The p-value of 0,19
is greater than the significance level alpha (0,05), so we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the
two groups' medians are not different. Results in Table 6.12 below suggest that there are no gender
differences in the tendency to resort to procrastination as a decision coping pattern.
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Table 6.12 Mann-Whitney U (two-tailed) test of female and male sample scores on procrastination comparison

U
2194
U (standardized)
1,310
Expected value
1932,000
Variance (U)
39854,044
p-value (Two-tailed)
0,190
alpha
0,05
The exact p-value could not be computed.
An approximation has been used to compute the p-value.
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (two-tailed) test showed that the female and male self-esteem samples
do not follow the same distribution. Therefore, based on the mean ranks that were not equal
between female and male samples, the Mann-Whitney U test showed that women and men differ
in self-esteem. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov (two-tailed) test showed that female and male vigilance
sample follow the same distribution. The Mann-Whitney U test showed that, since the medians in
female and male vigilance samples are not different, there exist no differences between women and
men in their tendency to rely on vigilance. For hypervigilance, the Mann-Whitney U test showed
that since the mean ranks in the female and male samples are different, there exist gender
differences in the tendency to rely on hypervigilance as a decision coping pattern. For buckpassing, the Mann-Whitney U test showed that, since the medians in female and male buck-passing
samples are different, there exist gender differences in the tendency to rely on buck-passing. For
procrastination, the Mann-Whitney U test showed there exist no gender differences in the tendency
to resort on procrastination as a decision coping pattern since the medians between the female and
male samples are not different.
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7 Conclusion and discussion
In conclusion, I will sum up the answers to the research questions and sum up the main findings
on gender and decision making. I will conclude with thoughts about future research ideas on the
topic of gender differences in decision-making.
First, the conflict-theory model of decision-making by Janis and Mann (1977) was presented. Janis
and Mann considered psychological stress as the key factor in understanding decision-making, and
the ability of the decision-maker to deal with this stress associated with the process of decision
making is a key determinant of the quality of the decision. Gender differences in self-esteem and
gender differences in tendency to resort to one of the four decision coping patterns (vigilance,
hypervigilance, buck-passing, procrastination) were examined using MDMQ. Women scored
lower on self-esteem in comparison with men. (8,32 versus 9,46 respectively).
Women exhibited a higher average score than men on all four decision coping patterns. The highest
average score of both women and men was on vigilance (10,07 and 9,48, respectively), which is
considered the only decision coping pattern that enables sound and rational decision making. Both
women and men had the lowest average score on procrastination, one of the non-vigilant decisioncoping patterns associated with delaying and postponing decisions. Such results are consistent with
Mann et al. (1997, page 14). Women tended to rely more on vigilance in comparison with men.
Women as decision-makers appear to more often than men explain the goals that need to be
accomplished by a decision, present a list of potential alternatives, systematically check for and
rationally assimilate relevant information from the surroundings, and carefully analyse all
alternative options before the final decision is made. According to results, female decision-makers
are as well more aware of the risks associated with preferred alternatives than men, have more hope
of finding a more desirable option, and feel more strongly that there is ample time available to look
thoroughly and calmly before the decision has to be done (Mann et al., 1997, page 2). The lower
self-esteem of women does not negatively influence the quality of their decision-making. In
contrast, it appears that women approach decision making sound and rational than men, even
though they have lower self-esteem than men. This makes sense since higher self-esteem does not
tell us much about the decision-maker intelligence and abilities since self-esteem is a person’s
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belief about how intelligent and beautiful they are (Baumeister et al., 2003, page 2). Women
reported resorting more to hypervigilance and buck-passing in comparison with men, which is
consistent with findings from Yan et al. (2018). In contrast to Bouckenooghe et al. (2007) findings,
it appears that women tend to rely more on procrastination in comparison with men.
The Mann-Whitney U test showed that women and men have different self-esteem. Additionally,
there exist gender differences in the tendency to rely on hypervigilance and buck-passing. No
significant gender differences were found in the tendency to rely on vigilance and procrastination.
Consistent with the findings, Yan et al. (2018) proved significant gender differences in the tendency
to rely on buck-passing and hypervigilance, but not on vigilance or procrastination. Additionally,
Bouckenooghe et al., 2007, pages 617, 619) found that gender has a significant effect on
procrastination, which is the opposite of our findings, and proved that the respondent’s gender had
significant effect as a control variable on hypervigilance, which is in line with our findings.
Other aspects of the relationship between gender and individual decision-making researched were
differences between women and men in the decision-making approach in consumer behaviour,
gender and values in connection with ethicalness of decisions, and HRM. Gender differences in
decision making on the group level were researched and discussed since women and men behave
differently in the process of individual and group decision making (Nikolova and Lamberton, 2016;
Hannagan and Larimer, 2009; Ibanez et al., 2009). A very important example of different behaviour
of women and men in group decision making in comparison with individual decisions is the
compromise effect (Nikolova and Lamberton, 2016; Hannagan and Larimer, 2009; LePine et al.,
2002), which was researched and presented prior to researching gender differences in group
decision making from business and political aspect. Last but not least, the importance of gender
equality has been discussed. Evidence that show the importance of gender diversity and equality
in decision-making have been presented from two perspectives. First, tokenism that occurs due to
gender inequality in decision making has been discussed. Second, positive effects and efficiency
gains of gender equality in decision making on the business, economy, and society were presented
and discussed (Duflo, 2017; Profeta, 2017; Elborgh-Woytek et al., 2013; Miller, 2008).
Several differences in the way women and men approach decision-making have been identified.
However, the differences are sometimes ambiguous. Isolating solely the effect of gender on
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decision-making is much harder than it looks like at first since there might not be only one specific
cause of behaviour, but rather that every individual's behaviour is determined by the dynamic and
reciprocal interaction of individual, environment, and behaviour. Additionally, social cognitive
theory by Bussey and Bandura (1999) emphasises the importance of social influence in connection
with internal and external social reinforcements that affect the probability of discontinuing or
continuing with specific behaviour. Gender is embedded somehow among these factors, yet it
remains unclear to what extent and exactly how. It is possible as well that biological and hormonal
predispositions, which social cognitive theory does not really consider, are a key determinant of
behaviour, and the past experiences and expectations that Bussey and Bandura (1999) promote as
an important influence on the behaviour are only the consequence. However, this is a “chicken or
egg” question.
In my master thesis, I researched the relationship between gender and decision-making, which can
be perceived as controversial. The main idea I followed through my research was that no gender is
better or worse in decision making because women and men decide differently, and their decisions
are complementary. My thesis's main message is that women and men are worth equal and should
be treated equally in decision-making, even though they differ in various aspects of decision
making. Insights from brain research show that women and men use different brain regions to
achieve similar IQ results. However, these differences in the brain structure of women and men
have important implications for how decisions are made, which is in support of my thinking (Haier
et al., 2005; Benko and Pelster, 2013). The research hypothesis that the decision-making of women
and men is different was confirmed, but this does not mean that one gender performs better than
the other. Due to the complexity of the phenomenon of gender effect on decision making, further
research is needed. An interesting idea for future research would be to study gender roles and
decision-making. This could be done by applying BSRI test to study and determine the gender roles
of decision-makers and by using MDMQ to assess the decision-making styles of participants in the
study. The true potential of finding new insights about gender and decision-making could, however,
be at the intersection of social cognitive theory (Bussey and Bandura, 1999) and decisional-conflict
theory by Janis and Mann (1977).
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8 Abstract in Slovenian language
Vsak izmed nas dnevno sprejme več tisoč odločitev. Ocenjeno je, da odrasla oseba na dan sprejme
35.000 zavestnih odločitev, medtem ko jih otrok sprejme okoli 3000 na dan (Sahakian in Labuzetta,
2013). Ne glede na to, da točnega števila odločitev, ki jih vsak dan sprejme človek, ne poznamo,
so ravno odločitve tiste, ki definirajo nas in naše življenje. Hkrati moramo biti previdni, da ne
izgubimo preveč energije in časa za nepomembne odločitve, saj nam tako zmanjka energije in časa
za pomembnejše odločitve (Krockow, 2018).
Spol je ena izmed spremenljivk, ki vplivajo na odločanje. Izsledki raziskav o možganih so pokazali,
da imajo ženske in moški podobne intelektualne zmožnosti, vendar za to uporabljajo različne dele
možganov. Ženski možgani imajo približno 10-krat več beline kot moški, moški možgani pa imajo
okoli 6,5-krat več sivine kot ženski. Poleg tega imajo ženski možgani 86 % beline in 84 % sivine,
relevantne za intelektualne sposobnosti, v čelnem režnju, v primerjavi z 0 % in 45 % pri moških
možganih. Moški možgani imajo sivino, relevantno za njihove intelektualne sposobnosti, razpršeno
po več možganskih področjih v primerjavi z ženskami (Haier in drugi, 2005; ScienceDaily, 2005).
Vse te razlike med ženskimi in moškimi možgani, ki oboji dosegajo podobne intelektualne
sposobnosti, nakazujejo na pomembne razlike v načinu odločanja glede na spol (Benko in Pelster,
2013, Haier in dr., 2005).
Janis in Mann (1977) sta razvila model teorije konfliktov o odločanju, ki v ospredje postavlja stres
pri odločanju kot ključen dejavnik nezmožnosti sprejemanja visokokakovostnih odločitev (Mann
in dr., 1969). Na podlagi modela teorije konfliktov o odločanju je bil kasneje razvit FDMQ, iz
katerega je bil razvit MDMQ, ki je uporabljen v empiričnem delu naloge za raziskovanje vpliva
spola na individualno odločanje. MDMQ je sestavljen iz MDMQ I, ki meri samozavest
posameznika pri odločanju, in iz MDMQ II, ki meri posameznikovo nagnjenost k uporabi vsakega
izmed štirih pristopov k odločanju. Te so »vigilance« oz. čuječnost, »hypervigilance« oz.
hipervigilantnost, »buck-passing« oz. prelaganje odgovornosti na druge ter »procrastination« oz.
odlašanje z odločitvami. V raziskovalni vzorec je vključenih 125 udeležencev (69 žensk in 56
moških), starih od 20 do 30 let, s povprečno starostjo 24,77 ± 2,35 (standardni odklon) leta. 57
udeležencev je študentov, 17 iskalcev zaposlitve in 51 zaposlenih. Zaradi neverjetnostnega vzorca
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ne moremo statistično sklepati o celotni populaciji. Rezultati kažejo, da so ženske manj
samozavestne pri odločanju kot moški, kar je v skladu z izsledki raziskav, ki so jih opravili King
in drugi (1999) ter Bleidorn in drugi (2015). Glede razlik med spoloma v pristopih k odločanju smo
ugotovili, da se ženske v primerjavi z moškimi bolj zanašajo na vsakega izmed štirih pristopov k
odločanju. Možna razlaga, zakaj so ženske bolj čuječe pri odločanju kot moški kljub nižji
samozavesti, je, da ravno njihova nižja samozavest pozitivno vpliva na to, da k odločanju pristopijo
na racionalen in objektiven način. Samozavest je namreč bolj percepcija posameznika o sebi, zato
ne pove vsega o inteligentnosti in sposobnostih odločevalca (Campbell in dr., 2003). Yan in drugi
(2018) ugotavljajo, da se ženske bolj zanašajo na hipervigilantnost in prelaganje odgovornosti na
druge v primerjavi z moškimi, kar je v skladu z našimi ugotovitvami. V nasprotju z našimi
ugotovitvami so izsledki študije Bouckenooghe in drugih (2007), ki kažejo, da se ženske zanašajo
manj na odlašanje z odločitvami kot moški. Dodatna statistična analiza je pokazala, da so statistično
pomembne razlike v odločanju glede na spol pri hipervigilantnosti in prelaganju odgovornosti na
druge, medtem ko za čuječnost ter odlašanje z odločitvami niso ugotovljene statistično pomembne
razlike med spoloma, kar je v skladu z ugotovitvami raziskave, ki so jo opravili Yen in drugi
(2018).
V sklopu magistrske naloge smo na podlagi obstoječe literature proučili tudi vpliv spola na
posameznikovo odločanje na področju vedenja potrošnikov, spola in vrednot v povezavi z
etičnostjo odločitev ter upravljanja človeških virov (HRM). Vpliv spola na skupinsko odločanje
smo raziskovali, saj je bilo ugotovljeno, da se ženske in moški v skupinah načeloma odločajo
drugače, kot bi se kot posamezniki (Nikolova in Lamberton, 2016; Hannagan in Larimer, 2009;
Ibanez in dr., 2009). Takšen primer je efekt kompromisa pri odločanju, ki ga lahko poimenujemo
tudi kot nenaklonjenost k skrajnim odločitvam (Nikolova in Lamberton, 2016; Hannagan in
Larimer, 2009; LePine in dr., 2002). Poleg efekta kompromisa smo proučili še vpliv spola na
skupinsko odločanje s poslovnega in političnega vidika. Kot nadgradnja je za konec predstavljen
pomen enakosti in raznolikosti spolov pri odločanju. Predstavljen je fenomen tokenizma, ki se
pojavi kot negativna posledica neenakosti spolov in premajhne zastopanosti enega spola v
primerjavi z drugim. Poleg negativnih posledic neenakosti spolov pri odločanju so predstavljeni
tudi pozitivni učinki enakosti in uravnotežene zastopanosti obeh spolov s poslovnega,
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ekonomskega in političnega vidika (Duflo, 2017; International Monetary Fund, 2014; Profeta,
2017; Elborgh-Woytek in dr., 2013; Miller, 2008; Baltrunaite in dr., 2016; Besley in dr., 2017).
Na podlagi lastne raziskave in navedenih virov v nalogi potrdimo hipotezo, da se ženske in moški
odločajo različno, vendar to ne pomeni, da ima kateri izmed spolov boljše odločevalske
sposobnosti. Zaradi kompleksnosti raziskane teme so potrebne nadaljnje raziskave, saj je težko
izolirati zgolj vpliv spola na odločanje zaradi prepletenosti številnih drugih dejavnikov, ki vplivajo
na spol odločevalca in njegov način odločanja, ali obratno (Bussey in Bandura, 1999; Lizárraga in
dr., 2007).
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